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PRINCE OFTIIIEVES
by Angelee.Sailer Anderson
"Where your treasure is, there will your heart be
also.•
-- Matthew 16:25

"Go not wandering, 0 ye maids, upon Gad's hill,
in the time of autumn when the daisies linger late.
For there will you meet him, and learn to heap curses on the bitter hour in which you were born.•
There is a hill between Rochester and London, a
morning's pilgrimage from the hamlet wherein I
dwell, that is a favoured haunt of highwaymen; and
any that will venture there may bid their purse's
every guinea God speed. Any that will venture there
may count themselves fortunate to be dispossessed
of naught more than gold.
Daughter am I of an innkeeper by trade, and from
a child I was warned aNay from the hill by all that
crossed our house's threshold to have their flagons
filled or their beds laid. "Ware the tricksters, the
cutthroats,• said they, "those that fear neither
bishop nor king.• So much of their warning seemed
prudent, yet in this it seemed strange: if in any
autumn, I was told, the daisies that o'erspread the
hill should still flower beyond their natural time, one
might encounter there him who is called the Prince
of Thieves. •And better it were, maids, than that one
should meet him, one had never wakened to the
light of day. For he, with his boots of Spanish
leather and the devil-dog that runs before him, will
steal everything, everything.•
In terror of this Prince I blossomed to womanhood, avoiding the hill when I walked, in autumn
shunning it even with my gaze. Yet ever as I grew,
and so much the more as I grew the older, I questioned what it was that he would take. Worldly
goods, maidenhead, life's blood?
"What manner of man is he?" I asked the young
chapman to whom I was betrothed.
•one might call him a man,• he answered gravely, "though there is no certain telling. But heap.
pears as an angel of light -- no marvel that; for he rs
the Prince of Thieves, which is as much as to say
the Prince of Darkness.•
"Then is it not true," I countered, "that the good
have nothing to fear from him?"
But my betrothed looked harshly at me and said,
"Do you not hear? He will steal everything.•
I heard, and yet, I could not help bl.It wonder.
Understand me -- I am not bold. I do not lightly

seek out danger, and am more timid than otherwise
with those I know not well. But there was a lure and
a mystery in this tale of a Prince that pointed my
heart toward Gad's hill more straightly with each
autumn that passed.
And in that autumn that followed t~ spring in
which I turned seventeen, a month ere the day my
chapman and I were bound to wed, I set out from
the inn at tierce time and at noon set foot upon the
path that strayed to the top of the hill. Though it was
but the first breath of the season, the air was brisk
and the wind wild; and the gold of the grain-fielqs
quivered in harmony with the shades of crimson,
tangerine, and brown that made the tumblihg leaves
too rich a hoard for the eyes' in-gathering. But upon
the hill, strangely, for the later-blooming monkshood
and purple loosestrife were gone, the daisies
sprawled white, rose, and lavender in all the careless ease of summer. Among them I waited through
the exultant afternoon.
Autumn is the season for wanderlust, when men
wish most keenly for a pair of seven league boots,
to carry them in one stride from the toil to which
they are yoked to some milk-and-honeyed land of
promise. And there upon Gad's hill, as the wind so
whipped my hair that I could scarce see where I
trod, my wandering led me to the forfeit that had
been promised me, the boon of beggary I could not
refuse to seek.
My first intimation that it had found me was. in a
sound of drumming. The ground beneath me 1arred
in rhythm to the running of the mighty legs of a .
beast that panted hard as it came on. 1llen cleaving
through the daisies I saN it, tall as a horse, colour of
dark earth, short and sleek of. coat, teeth that could
snap iron .. 1 did not bolt in fear but stood stone still;
and in a moment it was upon me, almond eyes on a
level with my own, lapping at my face with a tongue
that wet both cheeks in one stroke.
I knew that soon through the furrow the dog had
plowed must follow its Master. But it was not as I expected, for he stole near to me rather from behi~d -quietly, unmistakably sensed before seen, beating
upon my back with as unshakable a power as the
westering sun.
When I felt him very close, I turned to face him.
He carried no weapon among the exotic brightness
of his clothes, the myriad scarves and bracelets of a
gypsy. About his neck was a locket etc~ with
runes; his hair rode in waves upon the wind, encas-
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ing the whole world as I beheld it in amber, sparked
with rusty red. His eyes were the hue of smoky
topazes, and in them the second sight of sages
walked arm in arm with an infant's wonderment.
•1 knew that their slanders would not forever keep
you away,• said the Prince of Thieves with a
pleasure calm but deep. It did not seem then that I
chose when I placed my hand in the stronger hand
he tendered, but that it was fate.
There was in those days a wood not many paces
from the hill; now the rapers of beauty have swept it
away. yet perhaps it was never enough earth's own
that its loss to her should be great. Into that wood
he led me, far, far in where the light was always
dim; and the willows among the trees followed after
us, muttering, and will-o'-the- wisps unveiled their
lanterns or snuffed them hither and thither about,
and a harp played among the highest branches
somewhere. At last, the dog eager at our heels, we
came to the clearing where the Prince's camp was
made.
A bonfire blazed there, all crackling and scented
heat; still enclosing my hands, he drew me down beside it. "You have heard that I am a thief, that
whatever can be taken I will take. But you perceive
too, else you would not have sought me, that I am a
giver of gifts.•
Then the thieving giver, the giving thief, began to
speak in a manner that was like music in its
cadence, its enrapturing ebb and flow; it was like
the chantings of the monks of the abbey near my
home as they have been borne to my ears at even,
interpreted by a soul settling toward sleep. I cannot
recount his words, but to say that by them the
darkest parable that has perplexed me was made
plain, that each intonation and the pauses between
were treasure-troves of understanding, keys to
doors whose very existence had been undreamt but
behind which was preserved all desire. Nothing
there was of ecstatic wisdom in me or knowing joy.
long dormant, that they did not awake; and the
hours' stream upon which they multiplied like floating leaves hastened on unmeasured, so that it
might have been a lifetime that I listened, and yet
never tasted a moment as stale but found each
sweeter than the last. Surely one night could not encompass that listening, yet I cannot recall a passage into day.
"Words have done all that words may," he
whispered in conclusion, and guided me from the
fire into the warmth of his tent whose entry the dog
lay down to ward.
Within was the smell of frankincense; rugs of Persian weave covered the ground, and upon them he
bid me lie near him. And here, you will suppose, is
where the thievery comes; but I swear by what I
count holy that all that passed between us, beyond
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the linkage of our hands and eyes, was a single
kiss at the very end of that eternal night. Yet it was
a night's work that the greediest robber might boast
of, for he had gleaned from me the whole of every
harvest past or still to be, and this I was soon to
learn.
Just before the oawn's breaking, he led me back
beneath the open sky; together we watched the
sliver of an orange moon drown in a tree-top ocean.
"The fires of heaven and earth are going out," he
pronounced solemnly, and the bonfire sank as the
moon had done, and the branches that had beckoned by the will of the wind fell still. Then his face
was infused by a light, not the dawn's, but springing
deep from within the amber aureole of his hair.
And the face was not the same. Where all the
bounty that is autumn's had rested supple, there stiffened winter's impoverished chill, as though slow
poison, brewed by Jack Frost, had been administered through the medium of my kiss. There
were beads of ice strung along his brow, freezing
and tearing the skin from my fingertips.
Though I did not yet fully know why. I began to
weep; the Prince of Thieves drew out a vial from
among his clothing and let my tears run into it.
When it was near to overflowing he replaced its
stopper and held it against his breast, and it
seemed to me that it throbbed with a life's pulse I
no longer felt within. Then he said, "One gift more
will I give you before I take my leave.•
"Before you take ... • and suddenly I understood
why among the plunderer's trade he was named
Prince. "I know,• I cried, "what it is you stear. How
many have you stolen before mine?"
He did not answer, but the chill in his face
deepened in its death, as though his hurting of me
hurt himself the more. He reached to his neck,
opened the rune-scored locket, and let something
fall from it into the shelter of his hand.
"You know for what I have come to you; trust that

my going has as good a reason. It is not in the nature of the world or in my own nature that I should
stay; but this I promise, that when I seek you again
it will be nevermore to forsake you.•
From his grasp to mine he transferred the thing
he held without permitting me to see it. "This is my
token that I am with you, protecting you from lesser
thieves, though you think me far away. Bind it in the
lining of that which shields you from the demons of
the cold, till the autumn-blooming daisies come
again. This is my token that one day I will bring
back to you what I have stolen, more to be yours
than had it not become mine.•
While I turned away for grief, he took the leave it
was his nature to take; the dog remained a moment
longer, pitying me with its fawn-coloured eyes, then
it also was gone. The tent wherein he had kissed

me caved inward, the sticks that had fed the bonfire
were ash, and as the sun rose over a tomb of trees
from which every leaf had fallen, I searched my
breast and could not find my beart.
I unfurled my fingers, and SEN1 lying in my palm a
cloudless garnet, heart-shaped. Stone for flesh -unequal exchange -- yet it seemed to me that the
garnet was beating. The promise of the Prince of
Thieves welled quickening within it, to keep and
cherish, or crush, or cast a.Hay.
Clasping it again so tightly that my whole arm
shook and would not stop, I retraced the way I had
wandered yestermorn, averting my f!>fes from a hill
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wrose blossoms, white, rose and lavender, had

not

survived the night.
When I came to the common room of the inn my
father kept, I stopped upon the threshold; and all
turned to stare for the confusion of love's new life
with deathly despair that impassioned my face. "I
have walked upon Gad's hill,• I announced,trembling. 11 have met the Prince of Thieves. He has
stolen everything, everything.•
My betrothed was there; angrily, fearfully heapproached me. yet he reached forth to take my hand.
It was the hand that held the Prince's token. I
could not give it him, but kept it by me still. And my
betrothed's face turned so cold, that beside it the
departing chill of the Prince seemed rather a borning.
•everything,• he hissed, biting the word short,
and laying his hand disdainfully upori my breast as
though he knew it empty. he pushed past me ·
without bidding me farewell. The next Sunday at
holy service, the vicar published the first banns of the
chapman's wedding to
another.
The garnet-heart of the
Prince of Thieves, I sewed
into the lining of the coverlet upon my goosefeather
bed; whene'er I slept
beneath it I dreamt of him,
and when fitfully I cast it off
I dreamt of strangers who
rummaged my person
without and within but
found nothing there to
steal. Into no autumn afterwards for many years did
the daisies again linger,
and all the hamlet thought
how I was a fool not to
marry the simple-minded
farmer who asked that
favour. for none but he
would have me, knowing
that I had ventured upon
the hill.
And it came about in
time, when I was twice and
a half the age I had been
when my perpetual maidenhood was determined by a
kiss, that my monthly
cycles ceased. The next
Sunday at holy service, he
who was once my
betrothed accosted me,
though he had not spared
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a word to me whether of wounding or charity these
slx and twenty years.
With a hand calloused by the toil-earned gold
that had passed through it, he gestured toward his
five sons and seven daughters, divining, I knew, the
change that had taken place in me. "These might
have been your children,• he said in bitter triumph,
"had you not played the harlot with him, had you not
been heartless.•
I looked upon his wife with the proofs of her fertility standing around her, and for a moment I envied her. Then I perceived how she had been
robbed, married in spite and her babes begotten in
loveless lust; and I saw that the Prince of Thieves in
his forsaking of me was kinder than this man's
cleaving. Giving thanks that no treasure of mine
had remained beyond the day of the hill and the
night of the wood for the chapman to take, I
answered, "I am not heartless, though I have wept
my heart away long since. A heart I have, though it
is not my own.•
Thereafter, the years of fleshly fairness and vigor
slipped from me ever faster as leaves from their
branches at winter's onset; the one whose heart I
possessed in place of mine stole himself even from
my dreams, for my coverlet wore too thin to retain
his token. Now I keep it instead within a locket lying
against my breast. I have come to believe that his
very life's-essence is embodied in it, that when he
reclaims it I will have my own lost life again.
Many and grim are the warnings that, through
these years, I have heard issued to other maids as
were long ago to me, and I have heard my unhappy
state cited as lesson to those would venture on
Gad's hill, when the daisies linger late. Yet never
have I myself warned any, but have only smiled.
I am old now, thrice and a half seventeen, and
there has once more come an autumn from which
the daisies refuse to pass away. As I wander
among them with the wind whirling heavenward the
white of my hair, it seems that since last I walked
here no time as love accounts it has gone by; for
the Prince of Thieves is yet my treasure as 1· am his,
and that is wealth indeed.
Now I am weary, and will lay me down to sleep.
But as I put my ear to the earth of the hill I hear a
drumming, a dog's weighty, wondrous joy running
before its Master's. I think that I will not rise to meet
him, but wait for the strength of the hand he
tenders, and the second advent within my breast of
the heart he has preserved forever young.
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We Call It North Carolina
by
Kay Fortunato
Stacy Miller pulled off the New York State Thruway
and turned onto a narrow country road somewhere just
north of Pembroke, a perfectly ordinary country road, by
all appearances. She checked her watch, wondering if the
time of day might have had anything to do with it. and
glanced down at her speedometer, clicking the cruise controlin at 47.
It was fast approaching sundown. Already the sky
was streaked with pink and purple. The air was crisp, but
not cold. So far it had been a warm May by western New
York standards. Stacy scanned the horizon, then dropped
her eyes once more to the speedometer which still read a
steady 47. Curled up quietly on the seat beside her,
wrapped in a blanket. was the imperturbable Zelda who
finally stirred and began to shift position to see out the
windshield, as if sensing that something unusual was
about to happen.
Stacy looked away from the road long enough to acknowledge her pet's interest in the experiment "Hey
there Zelda, take a turn at the wheel?" The Burmese python raised herself up and slid about two feet of her bulk
along the back of the front seat. checking out the scenery.
"It was right about here last time." Stacy felt her
muscles tense as the car crested the familiar knoll, and she
looked down on the neatly tilled farmland beyond. Then
they were starting down the other side, steady at 47 miles
an hour, despite the Ford's natural inclination to pick up
speed. She took a deep breath, scanned the roadside
briefly, looking for the old dead pine tree. Right about
here ...
Again, just like last week, Stacy felt a moment of
disorientation, and for a brief instant her vision blurred.
Then the feeling was gone. The road continued downhill.
At the bottom was a sign that read: Welcome to North
Carolina
Zelda inched along the back of the seat and curved
her head around on Stacy's shoulder, poking her head in
the darkness beneath Stacy's thick chestnut hair. "Good
girl," Stacy breathed, barely aware of the snake's presence. "We did it It worked again."
Of course it was impossible. AU' she could think
about were old episodes of The Outer Limits. "We will
adjust your sets," she murmured to Zelda grinning, giving
the python a pat on the head. Zelda wound her way into
the back seat and lay looking out the back window.
Stacy rolled to a stop by the side of the road and sat-

mutely staring, afraid to think things through for fear
she'd have to question her mental health, Zelda was a witness ... if only the old girl could speak.
Last time it had been Missouri. This time North
Carolina. If only there was some way to control where
one came out She supposed that wasn't important Not
really. The important pan was that a road tharstarted out
in Pembroke, New York wasn't likely to take you to either
Missouri or North Carolina. But this one did
Last week she'd been so shocked and confused she'd
turned right around and laid the accelerator to the floor.
And she'd come out in Pembroke, of course, right where
she'd started. After trying several times to duplicate the
experience she'd given up and pulled over on the shoulder
to think.
She'd finally had the presence of mind to make a
mental note of the exact place where it happened, and
she'd jotted down the time she'd noted on her watch when
she'd gone through, and also the last reading she'd seen on
the speedometer.
Now, feeling much calmer than before, Stacy decided to keep going. With a glance in her rear view mirror
she pulled back on the pavement and started out, wondering what she'd find. Several thoughts had occurred to her
during the week as she'd speculated about her strange experience. There was always the possibility that she'd find
nothing else odd beyond the fact that she had quite miraculously driven a good distance across the country without
knowing it. Or, she might find that she had gone forward
or backward in time. That wasn't impossible. Actually,
very little would surprise her at the moment Another
possibility, one that she must admit frightened her. was
that she might find that the Missouri or North Carolina
she was in was quite different from the one she expected
to find. What if she had wandered into some alternate reality. With a grim look of determination, Stacy nudged
the car up to 55.
"Zelda, get up here." Stacy glanced around at the
snake, and Zelda seemed to take its cue from her action
and started up over the back of the seat "Thata girl. I
just want you up here beside me. At ease, now. Curl up
and take a snooze." Obligingly the python rested its eleven foot length beside her, laying its head on her jean-clad
leg, appreciative of her body's heat She dropped one
hand to her leg and ran it along how ever much of Zelda
she could reach. "I swear. If you were a cat, you'd be
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purring." But, my dear Zelda, she thought with a grin,
you feel a lot more like a purse than a cat
After taking the next bend, a town came into view.
But it wasn't like any town Stacy had ever seen. Squat
single-floor dwellings in soft pastel shades were clustered
randomly on dirt roads that ran behind a main street
which was flanked by pink brick buildings. There were
poles with what appeared to be electrical lines, so they
must have electricity, but she noticed the absence of television antennas. Did they have cable TV? Or more likely, they might not know what a television was. There
were no cars on the road, but there were vehicles parked
along the curb that looked like a cross between oldfashioned roadsters and model airplanes. She could distinctly see that they had propellers, but there were no
wings to indicate that these small automotive oddities
were intended to fly.
Strangely, there were no people about. As she reduced her speed and drove slowly through town Stacy
noted that the houses were shut up tightly with blinds
drawn, an assortment of the odd-looking propellered vehicles parked behind many of them. Each house had a garden. Flowers abounded. Some looked totally unfamiliar.
Their colors seemed dazzling in comparison to those she'd
seen at home. It was then she noticed something else:
The sun was just coming up.
It was a startling observation, yet no more so, she
supposed, than anything else she'd seen so far. At least it
explained where all the people were. She stroked Zelda's
head, wondering whether she should stop, keep going, or
tum around and go home. Did these people know where
the road led? Had they ever been to Pembroke, New
York? Her Pembroke, New York? Or were their strange
propellered vehicles incapable of taking them there?
"What should we do now, Zelda?"
The inhabitants of the town might be as curious
looking as their cars. The thought made her slow to a
crawl, looking back in her mirror as she reached the last
of the pink brick buildings.
As she headed out of town, the road took her past
gently rolling hills which were covered with growing
grain. Stacy was not much of a farm girl despite the fact
that she lived in the country. She wished she could identify the crop to say whether it was one that was commonly
grown at home. She'd been so busy staring out over the
fields that she hadn't noticed that a short, tanned figure
had come up alongside the road. She wondered how long
he'd been waving at her. Cautiously she slowed to a stop.
She didn't think she was in any danger, but she was glad
she had Zelda along. Most everyone she knew back home
had had a hard time accepting Zelda Chances were good
that it would be the same way here. The man would not
be likely to try anything funny with a python curled up in
her Jap.
He didn't seem threatening, not if you could tell anything by his face. His weathered features were dominated
by a nose that was a little too big, and expressive light
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blue eyes. There were deep laugh lines at his eyes and
round his mouth. He looked normal enough, and he was
smiling. The only thing not quite right about him was that
he couldn't have been more than four and a half feet tall.
He didn't seem the least bit intimidated by her size, nor by
her car as he came up to her window, which she quickly
rolled down part way.
"Where am I?" she asked, taking the initiative. She
half expected he wouldn't speak English. Abruptly, it occurred to her that he might have been waving to her be-cause he had been trying, with some good reason in
mind, to prevent her from going any farther on this road.
"You're in North Carolina," he said clearly, still
smiling. Zelda stirred unexpectedly and rose up along the
door to have a look at their visitor.
Instead of shrinking back in horror, the little man's
eyes lit with delight. "What a fine animal," he said.
"May I touch it?"
Stacy was afraid her mouth was hanging open. She
didn't know whether she should let him reach into the car,
and her confusion was compounded by the fact that Zelda
seemed quite determined to crawl up the window and get
closer to him. Stacy chose to ignore the question, at least
until she could better assess the situation.
"North Carolina, huh?" she said, and she Jet herself
look unconvinced. Maybe he could explain how this was
all possible, and why it didn't look at all like the North
Carolina she knew.
By now, Zelda was trying to thrust her body through
the window, and the stranger reached out very slowly, and
tentatively touched her cool, smooth skin.
This time it was Stacy's question that went unanswered.
"Seems to like me," he said, laughing. Zelda was
trying to wind her way onto his shoulder. The old girl
had always had pretty good sense about people, and that
was the only thing that was keeping Stacy from being
alarmed. The traitorous python was half through the window, throwing herself shamelessly at a stranger.
Once it was safe to open the door without disturbing
her pet, Stacy got out of the car.
"North Carolina," she said again, looking across the
fields.
"That's what we call it here, yes." He nodded when
she glanced back at him, and he rubbed the python gently,
meeting Stacy's gaze. "you might call it something else."
"I don't quite know how I got here."
"They never seem to," he agreed absently. Zelda decided to transfer herself to Stacy's shoulders. The little
man stood still for a moment, then when the snake was
safe he went on to say, "Come here all you like. Haven't
seen many of the big folk since I was a boy." He paused,
though for a moment, and thrust out one calloused hand.
"By the way, rm Banyman; Yem Barryman."
Stacy collected her wits and took the man's band.
His grasp was surprisingly firm for his size. "Stacy Miller. It's a pleasure to meet you sir. It really is."

Next time she would have to bring someone with
her. But who? She'd be able to prove her wild claims by
bringing the person here. Someone in her family? No,
her family was out They just weren't the sort who'd be
able to deal with North Carolina She stumbled over the
thought, realizing how funny it sounded, and chuckled to
herself. There was Steve that lived in 3B downstairs. In
the past year, since he'd moved in and she'd found out he
liked snakes, they'd become close friends, and they'd had
several philosophical discussions about the nature of the
universe. Yes, be might be one who would understand, or
at least listen. There was the pizza and chickenwings
gang that got together once a month-a bunch of her old
college buddies who were still in the area. It might be interesting to see what they had to say. And there was
Chris and Ellen from work, Donna from chess club ...
quite a few candidates for the trip, actually.
"I'd like to talk to you more," she said to V em Banyman warmly. "Do you drink coffee here in North Carolina? Can I buy you a coffee?" She flushed as it occurred
to her that it might be a useless offer-the money they
used here might be different than hers.
"Yes we drink coffee here, but you don't need to buy
me any. I have a big breakfast packed and waiting. Out
at my tractor. HI know my wife, I have enough extra to
share with you. H you like, I'll drive you up to the hill
and we can enjoy the sunrise while we eat"
"That sounds wonderful." She gathered Zelda firmly
in her arms and started after the man, hoping she could
trust the snake's instincts. The farmer seemed harmless.
Her own intuition told her she'd be safe. ·
"Barley," Banyman said to her, as if in answer to her
earlier speculations. He looked over the field with pride.

"I own a hundred and thirty-two acres. My father had the
farm before me."
She nodded politely and followed him to his tractor.
He climbed into the seat, reached down for 7.elda, and
then motioned for Stacy to climb up. "It's safe enough,"
he promised. "Just perch there and hold on," be said
when she was up. We don't have far to go."
The tractor wasn't like any she'd seen, but it resembled a tractor enough that she would have known what it
was. It was much lower to the ground, and it had three
sets of wheels. Somehow, it looked like a cross between
a tractor and a dune buggy. Maybe that impression was
due to its shiny blue metallic paint
She leaned her head back, shook her hair into the
wind, and closed her eyes, listening to the steady, musical
thrum of the engine. They labored up a mud-hardened
path and crested the hill in no time, and the sunrise was
glorious from here. The barley field was bathed in pale
golden light Not far off, the strange little village with its
funny pink buildings, sparkled like a jewel. The air was
sweet with the pungent smell of rich, damp soil. Stacy
climbed off the tractor and took Zelda in her arms. She
set the snake down, careful to keep an eye on her so she
didn't stray too far.
Vern Banyman pulled a blanket off the seat of his
tractor. It was tattered and threadbare in places, but it
made a fine tablecloth that morning. He spread it on the
ground alongside the path. Together they sat cross-legged
on the edges and laid out the feast between them.
Stacy poured coffee from a little pottery jug that was
wrapped in layers of burlap. It steamed and burbled into
their cups, still boiling hot, and unusually aromatic.
"Was a time," Vern said, "I might have been afraid
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of you." He looked down, unwrapping sausage and
cheese, fresh bread and butter. A tiny smile came to his
lips. He brushed his hands on his overalls and broke off a
hunk of bread, handing it to Stacy. She took his offering,

didn't say anything, just smiled politely. "A long time
ago, in my father's day, used to be a lot of big folk that
came here. Never were any problems back then; polite as
can be, they were. But when I was a kid, I met a few who
wanted to take things back to their world, or worse, make
our world just like theirs. Some of the other big folk, the
good, decent ones, must have found a way to keep the
troublemakers away. I don't know. All I know is, I haven't seen many since I was a boy, and the few I've met
since have been ones that appreciated what they found
here ... they didn't come here and try to change everything."
"You can trust me. I wouldn't want to change anything here," she said quickly. "And I'm sure it wouldn't
be wise to take anything home with me. For one thing, I'd
have a lot of explaining to do."
Vern Banyman smiled, and with a distant look nodded wisely. "Best thing you can take with you is the wonder that comes of meeting new folk, the thrill of seeing a
land beyond your own that few other people know about
Makes life seem to open up around you. At least that's
how it feels meeting you." He looked at her and smiled,
took a sip of his coffee and glanced down at his bronzed,
weather-beaten hands. "Life's a funny thing, it is. Just
when you think you have it all figured out, know everything there is to know that matters to you, that's when the
world opens up and kicks you right in the fanny."
Stacy had to laugh at the expression on his face. "I
guess you're right about that. I wonder what people back
home would say if they knew this place existed. Could
they be as excited about it as I am?" She caught the worried look in his eyes and hastily amended her statement
"Not that I would tell just anyone what I've found, but it
would be fun to discuss alternate universes on a hypothetical basis. It's such an intriguing concept"
Banyman picked a piece of field grass that grew up
through the rutted lane. He chewed one end thoughtfully.
"If your folk are anything like mine, you'd find that most
of them are too wrapped up in their own lives and problems to care about the world they live in, much less a
world that might exist beyond their own."
Stacy shook her head. "I see what you mean, and
yet I find it hard to believe that anyone could be so closeminded that be wouldn't want to step past the borders of
his limited understanding to learn and discover and explore."
Banyman gave her a look that was filled with age
and disappointment, a sad, knowing look that told her
more than words could express. "I went to your world
once," he said very quietly. "Wasn't sure how I managed
it, and never tried to go back again." He looked over the
field and chewed his weed for a moment before going on.
"Wasn't that I didn't want to go back. I was about your
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age at the time and I told two of my friends what I found
They thought I was crazy. Worse, they didn't seem the
lightest bit interested. 'What would you want with some
other world when you have everything you could want
right here?" they told me. I thought about that for days.
Thought about bow sad it was that they couldn't see anything gloriously fascinating about discovering a whole
new world. Maybe they were right, I told myself. Maybe
there was something wrong with me that I couldn't be
content after that with all that life had to offer right here.
Was it silly of me to feel that now that I knew about your
world, mine wasn't enough to satisfy me?" He gave an eloquent shrug.
Stacy couldn't hold back an indignant sputter of
laughter. "Wrong? How could it be wrong?" She made
an angry gesture, her mouth turning down in a disgusted
frown. "If everyone felt like your friends, we'd still be
living in the stone age. No one would have invented or
discovered anything." Zelda came through the barley
along the path and rested her head on the little farmer's
knee. He put out a hand and stroked the snake's body absently.
Stacy drew up her legs and rested her chin on her
knees. Banyman was right about one thing: it was a safe
bet that most of her friends would react the same way his
had. She realized that now with unwanted certainty. To
them, her supposition of an alternate reality would be
nothing more than an entertaining fantasy, and she knew
many of them looked down their noses at fantasy. It was
as if thinking about marvelous things that could exist, imagining people and places she had read about and wished
were real, was a preoccupation limited to children. They
didn't know what they were missing. And here was North
Carolina, as much a fantasy as any book she'd read, but as
real as Pembroke,New York. They didn't deserve to see
the things she'd seen here today. There was no way they
had the childlike acceptance of the fantastic to appreciate
it With one exception. Steve. He alone of all her friends
would be able to feel the breathless excitement of stepping beyond the borders of the known universe, and he
alone was worthy of that gift of discovery. She could
hardly wait to get home and tell him about her experience.
Vern Banyman quietly finished eating, gloomy and
introspective, the sparkle gone from his eyes. Stacy finished her own breakfast. Looking at him, she knew what
she had to do. "How would you like to go to Pembroke,
New York?" she said. "The only problem is, I'm not sure
I can get you back. I don't seem to have any control over
where I end up when Ienter your world."
He looked at her, and the twinkle was back in his
eyes. "I'd like that," he said. "I'd like that very much. It
would be worth the risk to see your world again after all
these years."
She thought for a moment. "I have a theory, and I
think it might be right Both times when I came here, I
found myself back home when I reentered my world.
Probably I was automatically drawn back to the place

where I belong. If so, I bet it would work the same way

for you. rn bring you back at sunset n
He nodded and stood up, his smile brighter than the
fading sunrise.
"Do you want to go home first? Tell your wife
where you're going?"
He thought for a moment and shook his head. "No.
I think this is something I'd be wise to keep to myself."
They walked together to the tractor, Zelda curled
contentedly arounnd Stacy's neck. She couldn't even be
sure she'd be able to get back, now that the sunrise was
nearly gone. This time corresponded with sunset in her
own world, and that was the only time she'd been able to
get through.
Banyman was quiet when they got into her car and
she started the engine. They drove in companionable si-

Eo1TORIAL---------------------------This issue was intended for September, 1989, but
during that month my (Lynn's) husband was hit by a
truck while we were walking back to our car after a
visit to the L.A. County Fair. A hit-and-run accident
has a way of re-prioritizing your life. First is gratitude
that Phil is fundamentally and miraculously all right;
there's still some muscle soreness (this is a full four
months later) but, despite his feet and legs being
run over by the rear wheels of the truck, there were
no broken bones and a catscan showed no blood
clots or serious trauma to the brain. Second is
frustration with the local police department for doing
nothing, even after I advised them that 2 of the 6 witnesses could ID the driver; so third becomes pursuing this jerk in the civil courts because it's a very
dangerous thing for someone to learn he can do
felony hit-and-run with impunity.
We also had the delight of good friends visiting
from England for three weeks. Christine had hoped
to put the issue together during this period but that
proved impossible with the fullness of her schedule.
We were able to get together several times over
Christmas to discuss possible solutions to our difficulties producing The Mythic Circle and we've
come up with several.
First, we've added a third editor, Tina Cooper,
who will handle poetry submissions and assist with
stories and correspondence. Second, we've created
a schedule for the year: the deadline for the second
issue will be mid-June; the deadline tor. the third
issue will be early September. We an.nope that by
scheduling The Mythic Circle into our calendars
we'll be able to block and save the time required to
produce it.

lenceup the road, past the funny pink buildings, the neat
little houses, the strange propellered cars. Starting up the
hill she held the speedometerneedle right on 47 miles an
hour. "I sure hope it works again this time."
"It should," Banyman said, "I've heard the gate on
this side stays open longer."
The brief feeling of disorientation came, along with
a keen thrill of unbridled elation as she came out in the
dusky remains of a Pemebroke, New York sunset She
pulled the car over on the edge of the deserted road. Banyman threw open his door and got out, his face lifted to
the darkening sky. They shared the magic of that moment
together without saying a word. At last, unable to contain
her excitement any longer, Stacy whispered, "
Come on. I have a friend I'd like you to meet,"

We are printing your responses to the Mythic
Circle Cirvaywe sent out with Issue #8 and we were
really thrilled by the high percentage we received •
you guys are terrific! We saw that most of you would
rather pay a little more for a nicer zine that goes to
more editors, so we got a very competitive bid on
printing and we're going use offset print instead of
xerography for this entire year (if this poses a
hardship for you, please write us - we may be able to
work something out).
But even raising the subscription price to $15 a
year won't cover the expenses if we don't increase
our circulation* • with that in mind we ask you, the
participants in this workshop, to help us get TMC out
there: libraries may be interested, particular1y at colleges with creative writing programs; fantasy, sf, and
alternative bookstores may be interested in carrying
some copies; friends or relatives or attendees at
cons may be interested. If you could use some flyers
that advertise us, drop us a line and we'll send some
out. If you've got a lead you'd like us to follow up, let
us know. We appreciate your support- frankly, your
support and interest is the reason we keep going.
As always, we solicit your opinions and critiques
of stories and poetry printed in this issue • you're the
reason The Mythic Circle is special. Thanks for your
patience and support.

"'Donations above the price of subscription are taxdeductible as The Mythopoeic Society is a non-profit
organization and TMC can always use the funds.
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VULTURE
The Mythopoelc Society presents:
by John Grey

The vulture
is the most fabulous
of birds.
It hovers over
the still living
as if it can read
· the future in its
beady head.
I pay good money
to have my tea-leaves read
when I only need
to look up,

The 1990 NOT Tolkien Calendar
A playful romp into Middle earth with
some of your favorite Mythic Circleartists, including Tim and Bonnie Callahan, Christine
Lowentrout. Nancy-Lou Patterson, and Lynn
Maudlin. Also features art by Pat Wynne (a
Mythcon XXI Guest of Honor}, Paula DiSante, Sarah Beach, and Sylvia Hunnewell.
Thrill to the Homs of Rohan! Glimpse into
Shelob's Lair! Witness the Council of Elrond!
Catch an aerial view of the Vale of Smaug!
See what a Nazgul does on coffee break!
Listing of silly days and events! All this and
much, much more!

pin-point the center
of their dark circles.

PIGEONS

(a lyric)

by Lynn Maudlin

The pigeons turned to vultures in the night,
By morning light they were ~ating city carrion.
Debris among the wreckage, the rape and carnage That's how they found us.
Huddled in twisted ruins, steel and concrete;
Nothing to eat, hiding from the shadows all around
us.
We must have looked like animals; and we were That's how they found us.
Long-limbed and silver, lithe.
Their very presence exiled the night.
We stood in wonderment and fright.
Speaking softly, as to a dog or to a child
One of them smiled, they will take us home
Among the distant stars, the singing stars They will take us home.
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\ 'i.\
Only $6.50 each (plus $.75 postage} or
THREE for$17.00, postpaid!!! This incredible
offer will not be made again! (well, maybe}. A
collector's item, fer shure. Send check or
money order to:

The Mythopoeic Society
P.O. Box 6707
Altadena, CA 91003

ANNIVERSARY
by MarkAndrew Garland
"I don't know why we had to come here.•
"Please,• Anna Cole said with a sigh. •Just
humor me.• She turned toward him. "Take my hand,
won't you?•
Erin Cole straightened his dress coat, then
reached oot for his wife's hand without a glance,
certain of where it was. They walked on up the path
beneath the moonlit night sky, through the gate on
the white picket fence, into the courtyard of the old
St. Michael's church. A thin frost covered the lawn
under the leaf-bare November trees.
"It must be very cold," he said.
"I wanted to come here so we could talk.•
Erin fidgeted about with his free hand, checking
his suspenders, tilting his hat. Boot spurs jingled
briefly.
"What are you thinking?" Anna asked in his ear.
"It hasn't changed any, has it?" Erin looked up at
the white painted church, the steeple with no bell
still; there had been a collection, he recalled. He
wondered what they had done with the money.
"You have to stop feeling like this, like
someone's got to hate you and you're the only one
who can do it right.•
•1 don't hate me.•
"Well, ever since -- •
"Since I've had the chance to look back and
reflect a little, that's all. What's it all add up to
anyw~? Half a chance wasn't quite enough.•
•And the whole world had better know it, only
they don't, right? No one to help you mope. Poor
dear. You never used to be like this, Erin. It weighs
you down. You must realize -- •
"That I was no homesteader? That i was just
losing us a home instead? That we had sick livestock, or none? Or sick us? God, Anna, I realize

enough all right.•
Erin let go of his wife's hand and wandered into
the lawn, his head down. He threw his hand's into
his pockets and Anna could see them clenching
and unclenching beneath his Sunday trousers.
"You've changed too, you know,• Erin told her.
"You used to get upset about things sometimes: the
weather maybe, critters in the cabin, us not ever
having any children -- I know what that did to you.
You were once a real smart-alee, too. And you
could get downright angry. not so damn placid all
the time; God knows neither one of us ever laughs
anymore.
•so maybe if you weren't so cheerful all the
time ... •

"What do you expect? I wanted to do right by
you, by us. That's why we ran off and got married in
the first place, to make a life for ourselves, to have
something good.•
•our friends offered to help. We could have -- •
"Begged them? Crawled? I mean, Bill and Sam
Lancaster told me I should go to work for them right
in front of just about the whole town, like I'm plain

pitiful."
"M~be they were trying to help any w~ they
knew how. You alw~s did for everyone around
here. They knew that.•
•1 lost, Anna My pride, our crops, our chance at
a real family, our money -- we couldn't have paid for
our own stones.•
"And you drinking. Don't forget the drinking.•
Erin regarded Anna She tried to see his face. It
was hidden by the brim of his hat.
"I'm doing fine at this by myself," Erin said low.
He straightened his vest, squared his dress coat on
his shoulders and looked aw~. Anna hefted her
skirt and petticoats and went to him, stopping a foot
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away.
"No, let me help. You're too short, your eyes are
the wrong color, and it's your fault when it rains ...
You remember the time at the church picnic? We
sat at a table right about where we're standing now,
and all the wagons were tied up along the picket
fence until John Thomson's kids tried to sneak up
and unhitch their two mares -- "
"And the horses spooked and run off with the
wagon. Yeah, I can still see poor John trying to
decide which way to run, after the kids or after his
wagon." Erin came very close to smiling, thought
better of it and said, "So what?"
"So, I'm tired of this worthless-life-self-persecution nonsense. First you blamed yourself for falling
ill with the fever, and for my fever after that, and

ever since it's been this one sided sad list of - - "
"Stop being ridiculous."
"Stop being ridiculous."
"I needed more time," Erin said after a moment.
"We both did." He watched a cloud pass in front of
the moon. The night darkened, then the sky glowed
again. He wanted to float off with the cloud, follow it
where ever it might go. But it was never like that,
never so simple, even now.
"Everybody always needs more time," Anna said
softly. She was right beside him. She reached out,
putting her hand on his arm. "Take me inside, won't
you?"
Erin complied, walking her up the cracked grey
weathered steps, through the arching wooden
doors. They went straight up the aisle until they
reached the rail at the altar.
''This is where we started," Anna said.
"I know. I know what day it is."
"So our anniversary is a bad memory, too."
"No. I remember standing here waiting for you,
and waiting and waiting, and Bill Lancaster said you
weren't gonna show -- some best man -- by God if I
didn't start to wonder myself."
"Are you glad I finally did?"
"Of course I am."
"So then, we had our moments together. Both
kinds."
They turned to face each other. Erin took his hat
off, set it on the rail, then took both of his wife's
hands and held them. "Maybe you haven't changed
a bit."
"I make no defense."
"We missed out on a lot of things, though. Cars,
and radio, and I don't know what else. Things some
of our friends got to see."
"Cars, as I understand it, break down all the
time, and you know you never were any good with
your hands!" Anna began to giggle.
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"You are awful," Erin said. A tear fell across his
grin. Anna nodded smugly and looked away.
"The thought of spending eternity with you purely
scares me to death, Anna Cole."
"Happy anniversary, Erin."
They went arm in arm out of the church, going
up past the naked trees as the moon darkened
again and passing clouds cast their shadows on the
church below; they traveled off together, following
them along into the night sky.

HARDTIME, continued from page 50

one keep watch, and report back to him. Was me.
Now it's you.
"We are sent into this world with an intellect so
low that we cannot even remember our immortal
souls, though some, as they mature, may remember
previous sentences served here. We cannot escape
- to commit suicide is to have another ten years
added to our sentence, and we are pushed out
again screaming from the womb of another hapless
convict. And you, MacCaig, are here for the longest
of terms."
"From time to time others will come, knowing of
your position, seeking appeals. You cannot help
them. You cannot help anyone, even yourself. All
you can do is watch. And grow old. And wait for
MacCaig."
With those words he closed his eyes and was
released. MacCaig sat for an eternity in the hard
wooded chair, his brain seeking to comprehend
what it had heard and seen. Finally he rose, walked
to the porch, picked up the pipes f ram the bench
where the old man had left them, and filled the bag
with air. Then he sat, fitting comfortably into the
depression worn into the wooden seat, and blew his
tune out across the misty moors.

Thurenfel's Source
by GerardDaniel Houamer
The King of Pel looked down upon the flowing
waters of the Thurenfel River, and was not content.
Though the tower from which he watched CNer the
river was high and protected by walls both tall and
thick, and though men-at-arms patrolled the
walkways and guarded the gates through which
peasants and craftsmen passed to pay their tribute
to him and make use of his Court of Justice, a sensation of unease troubled his soul. The land as far
as he could see was green and gold with fields for
cattle and plantings of wheat. A distant forest beckoned on the horizon, promising a rich and sporting hunt. His people were fed, his borders free of
enemies, and the intrigues among his nobles did
not include the threat of rebellion.
But still, he was not pleased.
He asked the second most powerful Mage in his
employ a simple question: to what did he owe the
blessings bestowed upon his country? Should he
be grateful, as the priests often told him, to a Lord
who looked down with pleasure upon the work and
faith of the people of Pel? Or should he instead pay
secret homage to spirits and godlings his sorcerers
claimed lived in the land, the water, the trees and
the air?
He had just asked the same question of the first

most powerful Mage in his employ, but the King considered the answer given -- why should he care
where blessings came from as long as he continued
to prosper -- an impertinent one, and his frown had
passed a judgement and a sentence the other nine
most powerful Mages and the Royal Executioner
were only too eager to execute.

The second most powerful Mage, his hands still
stained with blood, had then stepped forward to
hear the King ask the question once more. He submitted a response more pertinent, but no less troubling.
The provider of his bounty was the Thurenfel
River.
When he had asked why, the second most
powerful Mage in his employ had shrugged his
shoulders and claimed ignorance, quickly adding
that a logical approach to the problem might be to
send some explorers younger and stronger than the
second most powerful Mage in the King's employ
up the Thurenfel to discover its source; wherein
might be found an answer.
·
So the King of Pel called for his three sons, and
they came to his tower and lined themselves up

before him in rank of age. To the oldest, the King of
Pel said:
"My son, you will one day to be King of Pel, and
it will be your duty to protect your people, land and
wealth from all who would take it from you. Having
been blessed with a gift for foresight which has up
till now been denied your ancestors, I have found a
potential threat to the peace of the country. I char_ge
you, my oldest son, to journey up the Thurenfel and
find its source, discCNer what holy or magical
aspects that source possesses to lend the river the
power to make the land bountiful, and do what must
be done to secure and protect that source. When
you have done this, return to me knowing your future rule will be secure.•

The elder prince bowed and left the tower, and
quickly gathered a company of men-at-arms, fifty
pack mules, and provisioos for a month's journey.
He left the day of his audience with the King of Pel.
He was never seen by the King again.
One year later, the King of Pel called for his two
sons, and they came to his tower and lined themselves up before him in rank of age. To the oldest, the
King of Pel said:
"My son, you will no doubt one day be King of
Pel, since your older brother has not yet returned
from the mission I set upon his shoulders a year
ago today, nor has he sent back word of his
progress. You will remember from last year the pertinent point regarding my foresight in finding a
threat to the peace of the country, and the charge I
placed upon your older brother. You may consider
that charge now placed on you. Return to me knowing your probable future rule will be secure.•
The middle prince bowed and left the tower, and
gathered three companies of men-at-arms, two
hundred pack mules, and prCNisions for three
months' of journeying. He left the week of his
audience with the King of Pel, and the King never
saw him again.
One year later, the King of Pel called for his
remaining son, and he came to the tower and stood
alone. To the youngest son the King of Pel said:
"My son, you will possibly one day be King of
Pel, since your older brothers have not yet returned
from the mission I set upon their shoulders these
past two years, nor have they sent back word of
progress or obstacles. You will remember from the
past two years the pertinent point regarding my
foresight in finding a threat to the peace of the
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country, and the charge I placed upon your older
brothers. You may consider that charge now
placed on you. Return to me knowing your possible
future rule will be secure.
The youngest prince bowed and left the tower,
and gathered a host of men-at-arms, hired mercenaries, constructed siege engines, and loaded
five-hundred pack mules and a hundred wagons
with provisions for six months of travelling. He left
the month of his audience with the King of Pel, who
never se« him again.

do you do so far from home? Why have you not
sent word to our father of your mission?"
The elder Prince of Pel glanced in her direction.
"Go away, little Misery. I am building dams
across these little streams that seek to dilute the
river's powerful waters, so my father may know the
source of his land's bounty is safe. When this is
done, I will return to him.•

Now the King of Pel had a daughter who was the
youngest of his children. He had never spoken to or
of her since her Birth Day, when he bestowed on
her the name Misery because her entry into the
world had caused the demise of the Queen. Since
the King did not leave instructions for his servants
regarding his daughter, they allowed her to come
and go as she pleased, as long as she stayed out
of the King's sight. They took care to feed and
clothe her, as she was a comely child who
responded in kind to affection, and she lived simply
and with the hope that the King's unforgiving nature
might one day give way to his paternal instincts.
Misery had attended all three audiences the
King held with his sons, though she had taken care
to remain quiet in the secret passage the King had
caused to be built in his tower in the event of rebellion, and she never revealed her awareness of state
affairs to her father or brothers. A year after the last
meeting between the King and his remaining son,
Misery came to the entrance of the King's tower, expecting to be called. His servants and men-at-arms
smiled down on her and allowed her to sit on the
steps to the tower, for they felt also that at last nature might give way to instinct and the King would
summon his remaining child. But the day came and
went, and the King remained in his tower, looking
down upon the Thurenfel, and out across his land,
thinking royal thoughts.
So Misery left the tower, walked to the bank of
the river, and pulled a gnarled piece of driftwood the
size of her leg out of the dirt. She threw herself and
the wood into the river, and began to paddle
upstream.
She travelled through the night, the next day,
and on through light and darkness without stopping.
Fish swam to her and dropped morsels of bread
and meat stolen from camps and villages along the
Thurenfel into her mouth whenever she was
hungry. She drank freely from the river when she
was thirsty, and when she rested the driftwood
pulled her along against the current.
After a week she came upon her oldest brother
laboring on the river bank. She swam closer to
shore and called to him.

"Then who knows how much greater the land's
bounty will be, once I and my men have purified the
river's waters?"
And Misery looked beyond her oldest brother to
find his men-at- arms guarding villagers and mules
carrying timber down from the hills and placing the
wood across any path water might take to find the
Thurenfel.

"Oh Prince of Pel, I am your sister Misery. What
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"But these streams have always been here, feeding the Thurenfel River, along with the rain and
snow.•

Misery paddled back to the middle of the river
and swam for another week. She found her middle
brother laboring on the river bank, so she swam
closer to shore and called to him.
"Oh Prince of Pel, I am your sister Misery. What
do you do so far from home? Why have you not
sent word to our father of your mission?"
The middle Prince of Pel looked out on the
Thurenfel's waves and scowled.
"Go away, little Misery. I am building walls
around these streams that feed the river, so my
father the King may know the source of his land's
bounty is safe.•
"But the water comes from over there,• Misery
replied, pointing in the direction from which the current flowed.
"I know, foolish sister. But I and my men have
only just begun our labor. Each stream is a source
of power, adding to the water its own special
aspect. I will be up-river soon enough.•
And Misery looked beyond her brother to find his
men-at-arms guarding bands of wild tribesmen and
the mules with which he had begun his journey,
both hauling stones which the tribesmen set on
either side of a small stream that descended a hill
to join the Thurenfel.
Misery paddled back to the middle of the river
and swam for another week. She found her
youngest brother laboring on the river bank, so she
swam closer to shore and called to him.
"Oh Prince of Pel, I am your sister Misery. What
do you do so far from home? Why have you not
sent word to our father of your mission?"
The youngest Prince of Pel stared at his sister
and then shouted at her.
"Are you mad? What are you doing in there? Get
out, mad girl, get out!"

"But why? The water is cool, and full of fish. It
carries me safely, and when I am tired, it lets me
sleep."
"But I am at war with the river beasts, who seek
to stop me from continuing my journey, and I must
build my palisade high and strong along the river
bank so they will not overwhelm me. But I will win
the war. and my father will know when I return victorious that his land's bounty is safe, and that I am
worthy through my triumph of being the King of Pel
instead of my brothers."
And Misery looked beyond her brother to find his
men-at-arms rushing down from hiding places.
many of them riding mules. as green, reeking creatures rose out of the mud along the river bank and
assaulted her brothler's wooden palisade.
Misery paddled back to the middle of the river
and swam for another week. She fought her way
through rapids, cataracts, and once was borne up a
waterfall by a mixed flock of ducks and swans. The
river's current weakened, the banks closed in on
her, and her feet often scraped bottom, even as the
hills grew into mountains and the clouds bowed to
kiss her hair.
Finally, the river became a creek too shallow to
carry her. Misery stood and continued to follow the
trail of water until she came to a cave. She stopped
for a moment and considered the dark opening. The
creek issued from the cave, and the sound of trickling water could be heard echoing from within. Birds
and insects were still, and the water's only accompaniment was the keening of the wind that blew so
close to the mountain top. For the first time in her

life Misery knew fear. She thought of turning back,
or of simply stepping on to dry land and waiting for
her courage to show itseH.
Suddenly an old woman emerged from the cave.
She lifted her black skirts, squatted over the trickle
of water tumbling out of the cave, and relieved herseH. Blood mingled with her water, but the scarlet
and yellow lost themselves in the infant Thurenfel
so that when Misery looked down at the flow around
her ankles, the stream was crystal clear.
Then the old woman stood straight and walked
gingerly to the side of the cave mouth. She started
to climb, and her black shirt and white hair loosed
themselves from their careful tucks and folds as she
strained to reach a tree that stretched its fruit-laden
limbs over the cave entrance. She strained to pluck
a fruit, but could not extend herseH far enough, nor
did she dare climb the treacherous mountain side
any further.
Misery came forward and tossed the piece of
driftwood she had found in her homeland of Pel at
the lowest branch. The dead wood struck the live
wood, and a fruit fell into Misery's outstretched
hands. The old woman cried out in surprise, then
quickly clirrbed down and stood at the mouth of the
cave.
"Who are you, little girl, to strike down the fruit of
my tree?" asked the old woman.
"I am Misery, and I only thought to help you,
grand lady." She advanced and presented the fruit
to the old woman.
"Misery? What kind of name is Misery? Who
named you that?"
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"My father, the King of Pel."
The old woman took the fruit from Misery. "A
foolish King, to give a little girl such a burden for a
name. I will give you another.• She took a bite from
the fruit and studied Misery, from her toes fidgeting
in the cold creek water to her wet, stringy hair.
"Moria will do, for now. Choose another, when
you're old enough and know better.•

The old woman turned to go back into her cave.
Moria called to her.
"Grand lady, what fruit is that you hold? I have
never seen its like along the shores of the Thurenfel
River."
The old woman stopped and looked <:Ner her
shoulder. She held the fruit aloft, so that the sun
gleamed on its violet skin, and glistened in the pink
pits of meat where she had taken bites. "It is called
a deirder, and there is no other place in the world
where it grows.•
"How do you know?"
"Because I have looked.•

"Wt"rf will

it grow nowhere else?"

The old woman turned from the cave and joined
Moria in the creek. "I don't know, little girl. That is

the WC?i of it. If I knew, perhaps I would not have
spent so many years up here eating deirders. • She
took another bite, but offered none to Moria. "Now
what are you doing up here on this mountain, so far
from civilized lands and all alone?"
So Moria who had been Misery explained her
father's concern <:Ner the bounty of his land, the mission he had placed upon his sons, and their fates
along the Thurenfel River.
"But wtry have you come here, Moria?•
She did not answer at first, but instead looked up
at the deirder tree, and then at the fruit in the old
woman's hand. Finally, she said, "That is the WC?i of
it, grand lady. If I knew what drove me to this place,
perhaps I W?uld have better questions to ask.•
The old woman stared at Moria, and then she
laughed. "Your questions have been just fine, so
far, little girl. Do you have any others?"
"Yes, grand lady. What is your name?"
The old woman paused. She looked around her
as if she had lost something. Then she took a bite
from the fruit and answered.
"You know, Moria, I have been up here so long
I've quite forgotten. Deirder is good enough, I sup-

pose.•
And Oeirder and Moria spoke for a while. Moria
learned that the old woman had been living in the
cave before the first King of Pel had ruled, and that
she had travelled the world many times, passing
<:Ner seas and mountains and through forests and
valleys and deserts, searching for other trees bear-
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ing the deirder fruit. But she never found one, and
so she had returned to the cave to live out her long
life in peace, enjoying the fruit she had found so
long ago. For her part, Moria talked about the
countries that had come to power since Deirder had
last travelled, relating histories of wars and epics
and loves gained and lost. She talked about her
father and brothers, the kindness of the King's servants as they cared for her in her mother's absence
and her father's neglect, and the Thurenfel River's
aid in bringing her to its source. And as the sky
turned black and the stars pierced the heavens, the
old woman offered a piece of the fruit to the girl, .
and they shared a meal in the night.
Moria had many dreams that night, and when
morning came she rose found the old woman in the
creek, at the mouth of the cave, beneath the deirder
tree, holding the piece of driftwood Moria had used
to keep afloat in the river.
"Good morning. little girl,• Deirder said, and gave
the driftwood back to Moria. "Why don't you fetch us
some fruit? Then we can go back down the river
and see what the world has been up to.•
Moria took the wood and knocked down some
deiders, and together they started back down the
mountain. The river took them gently when the
water was deep enough, and they rode its current
back through falls and cataracts and rapids as they
both held on to the piece of driftwood Moria had
found.
They met Moria's youngest brother, who
dropped his sword into the river when he saw them.
The river beasts rose up out of the shallows· and
climbed over his palisade, and chased him and his
men-at-arms into distant swamps. Then they met
Moria's middle brother, and a surge of water came
down from the hills and burst through the protective
walls he had constructed on the banks of streams
feeding the river. He slipped and fell into an old
river channel, which quickly filled with water and
brought with its flood his mules and men-at-arms.
Lastly, they met Moria's oldest brother, and their
wake sent huge waves of water up the streams
feeding the river, which knocked down the dams he
had built and carried him and his men-at-arms, as
well as his mules, far up into the mountains which
had given birth to those streams.
Then Moria and Deirder were in Pel, and they
came aground at the spot Moria had jumped into
the river so many weeks gone by. Her father's servants ran to her to tell her the news of her father's
passing, caused by grief <:Ner the loss of his sons
and worry over the security of his land's bounty.
They embraced her with joy and brought her to her
father's tower, where the second most powerful
Mage in her father's employ declared her the new
Queen of Pel. There were celebrations and festivals
held in honor of the new Queen, for which Moira's

brothers returned to Pel despite their inability to
keep dry no matter how far they kept themselves
from the Thurenfel River. Each brother pledged himself to serve the Queen, and they all feasted at wedding joining Deirder with the most powerful Mage in
Moria's service. After a time, Moria chose a new
name, and then a husband, and they ruled together
for many years. There were sons and daughters
who grew tall and strong, and mourned them when
one day the King and Queen, along with the Mage
and his ever-old but never dying wife, disappeared
from the land.

And no one ever questioned the cause of the
land's bounty, nor the Thurenfel's source, just as no
one ever remarked on the strange fruit the Queen
of Pel, Deirder, and their consorts were sometimes
seen to consume. Just as no one ever asked why,
in the dead of moonless nights, the Queen and Deirder were sometimes seen on the banks of the
Tluentel River relieving themselves, when a perfect.ly adequate commode graced their tower.
Tua was just the Wf*/ of it, and if people knew
the why of it, perhaps they still would not cae.

by Michael Kocik
After having lingered through one of the most gracious esplanades surrounding Madrid, my guide
abruptly pulled up before a 'polvo mojado' -- a
Moorish well, literally translating to 'wet powder' for
the crystalline residue floating atop the tepid water
found there -- and paused for a long drink. It was the
height of the day, and the Castilian sun glared down
unsympathetically as we wandered around the
square. The narrow alleys, on either side, were
layered with a thin coating of brown dust which filtered through the dry heat whenever coaxed there
by a vagrant wisp of wind. An occasional awning afforded some shade in the area; yet, except for a
stray washerwoman, languidly carting her laden
creels along one such byway, most were indoors -wearing off the revelries of the past Christmas
season.
I had missed the principal festival, having
crossed the northern border alone only three days
before Epiphany. My host, Don Alvohado - he of
the low-crowned hats and ingratiatin~fjests -- apparently noticing my chagrin, arranged for a tour of
the neighboring provinces that would (or so he
promised) make up for the loss. Accordingly, one

Piena Safvaridad, a renowned stOf}'teller of the 'alrededores,' was engaged for the length of my stf*j.
For the most part, Satvaridad and I chatted lndifferertly over a hlrldred trMal topics as we strolled
the lemon-scented streets, his features by turn impassive or apathetic as the situation demMded. It
was only when we passed those unmistakably picturesque sights that his face would become
animated; only then would he (no doubt under instructions) allow himself to be drawn
and entangled in conversation -- tossing off courtJess little
pertinent facts, in a dull monotone, before collapsing
once again into himself.

w

That morning had unraveled like all the others, as
we desultorily discussed one subject after another
with nothing further being resolved than that he admired the craftsmanship of my wedding ring. The
overwhelming heat presaged a bad day, and
seemed to submerge Salvaridad more and more irto
his own private thoughts as we aimlessly traversed a
city that held no interest for him. So, it was as much
to allow him to refresh himself, as it was to provide a
break in the listlessness of the conversation, that we
paused before the well in the square. After indulging
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himself with three or four cups of the polvo -- draining each cupful through the blank spaces between
his teeth until the water made a low, gurgling noise
at the back of his throat -- a sly scowl crossed his
spotted lips, and he observed me intently. •signor Nariz Esperenza, • Salvaridad began
with a smile, addressing me with a title of his own
choosing (a pun on both my name, and on my habit
of asking endless questions); •signor, have you
heard of El Patio de los Legartos -- the Courtyard of
Lizards?•
I shook my head faintly as he toyed with the
ladle.
•No? BIA, of course; it is never mertioned ...
but that is 'sin importancia.' Come with me and I will
show it to you. It ls not far from here.•

As we retraced our steps north, irritating clouds
of brown dust with our boots, Satvaridad idly massaged the heat blisters on his left cheek and talked
little. It was not until the 'barrios bajos' were well behind us , and we had come upon a grove of aloes,
pomegranates, and East Indian figs, that he spoke
up again, in a monologue laced with the most subtle
digressions.
•Many years ago, during the emergence of
Bonaparte, a man by the name of Demesne Pallistres de Marinada first came north to Madrid, from
Almaden. He was rumored to be a scoundrel, by his
descendants; clearly, he was not without a certain
ambition. He courted the daughter of the Governor
of Cadiz through her brother, the Count of Albercada -- a man of enormous influence and power in
his day. The Count possessed numerous estates
on the grant of the Bourbon king, Charles IV, and
governed all that territory between Valdepenas and
Manzanares. So, it was quite natural that Demesne,
when he had formed his attentions, should seek to
advance them through so worthy an emissary.
•As fortune would have it, however, there were
other suitors for the hand of this Carmilla -- the
most prominent among them being a dismal stretch
of pomp by the name of Godoy. It is of more than
passing interest that I mention him, of course ...
ah! but see that fresco, to your left? Observe the intricacies of color: the peculiar swirls of light and
shadow; the tinges of sorrow, mingled with hope.
These are the true children of Madrid, whose
stories would fill a lazy afternoon ... but where
were we?
•Ah, Godoy. It is as I said,• Salvaridad continued with a sigh, glancing back over his shoulder
from time to time at a fresco which especially
amused him, until it was lost from sight. •He was
the foreign minister to the King at a time before the
French sympathies of the monarch were fully discovered. Napoleon, after all, had most of his great
victories ahead of him; Charles IV had only the bur-
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den of Spain behind him. It was a time for great
hopes, and feeble expectations -- for admonitions
without ammunition. Hal
"At that most delicate of times, a man's position
altered with the flow of events. When the crest of
Bonaparte was near its zenith, the favors of the
foreign minister were cordially admitted; and when,
with the outbreak of some barbarity at the Convention in Paris, the meteor had seemed to exhaust its
last measure of good will, then the ministrations of
Demesne were welcomed anew.
"It is impossible to determine from this whether
the Count was a vain man; yet, like all good
weathervanes, he never altered direction until a
strong wind compelled him to that change. For her
part, Carmilla was never heard to express a
preference one way or the other; she relied completely on the judgment of her brother, as was common in those days. To her, Godoy and Demesne
were shifting breaths of the same breeze, and she
was content to ride the tempest either way.
"As months passed, and the winter solstice settled in, Demesne discovered that the Count had still
not made up his mind. Like the frost, Bonaparte
was everywhere; and yet the morning sun never
failed to reveal, to the wary eyes of the Count, that
what had appeared so glorious the night before was
really no more lasting than the melting snow. It was
as much, then, to raise himself in the Count's estimation, as it was to discomfort his rival, that
Demesne resolved upon a new course.
"He acquired the mansion of the previous alcalde of Madrid and immediately set to himself the
task of renovating it. The three hanging gardens
were cultivated, and expanded to accommodate the
addition of tamarisks, quinces, and marjorams.
Countless small hedges, groomed in the French
style, were ruthlessly uprooted all along the
avenues, and replaced with distinctly Spanish shrubbery. The lower patios were blocked off and inset
with sections of lapis lazuli, imbued with the most
delicate of arabesques so that -- from the tempered
light of the battlements -- they resembled the contours of a satin dragon.
-Thickets of myrtles and white roses graced the
inner courts, their gentle fragrances blending
delightfully with the scent of the cedar arches above
them. The Italian fountains, once so prevalent, were
dismantled, and reconstructed from the finest
alabaster figurines of the Moorish domination until
only the Moslem influence was felt. The basins, in
turn, were scrubbed with aqua vitae, and inlaid with
clusters of red jasper so that, when the jets of water
ran over them, they jingled like funeral bells, and imparted to the streams a hue not unlike blood. A distinct touch, signor -- not unlike Goya, do your think?"
For a moment I was startled from my reflections,

until I saw that he was referring to yet another of the
frescoes we passed, and not to the character of
Demesne. Salvaridad smiled slightly as he noticed
my confusion, but said nothing.
"The mansion, itself, was not immune from such
touches. The marble colonnades, once the pride of
Madrid, were summarily destroyed. Numerous
walls were deprived of their panels. and mended
with green tiles inscribed with passages from the
Koran. The balconies were latticed with silver foil, instead of dull iron, and strewn with flowers so that
their scent blended most delightfully with the metal.
•vet, perhaps the most striking change, Signor
Nerisse, was in the 'aldabones' - the doorknockers,
if you please; throughout the courtyard each was
replaced with the image of a golden lizard. No one
knows how Demesne settled on this image; legend
suggests that he was reminded of the form of a
lizard by gazing on the back of the Bishop of Manzanares during a procession in Toledo. This Bishop
was one of the prime movers behind the Inquisition,
and had a fondness for pointy black boots, with a
trace of sheep's wool along the tops. I shall show
you his portrait some day: it is in the Alhambra.
"Each doorknocker was fashioned separately in
Granada, from a cache of stolen Moorish gold, then
transported by cabriolet to Madrid, where they were
softened in a capillary furnace and molded to size.
Demesne personally supervised their transformation, and employed only the finest craftsmen to ensure the result. Some say that he even used the
ghost of Herrera in the casting, but I think not; the
overall atmosphere is like a cathedral, and Herrera,
alas, was not a Christian.
"Now, while Demesne toiled in Madrid, Godoy
was in Cadiz, taking advantage of every triumph in
France to exert his own influence over the King.
Before the spring thaw could wipe the glint off the
smallest of Demesne's new doorknockers, an agreement was signed between the two nations.
"With Spain ro« wedded to the little Corsican,
Godoy moved quickly to consummate their relationship. Cattle, horses, hay, and munitions were extorted from the southern provinces, and transported
north to Calais. Smaller shipments of gold and silver were entrusted to the care of packsaddles and
wandering friars, in the belief that they would cross
the Pyrenees unmolested. Bonaparte was rumored
to have made a jest at the expense of the first corpulent friar who arrived in Paris on a dusty mule;
but, as history is written by solemn men, the remark
was not rec.orded. So much the pity.
"Politically, those dissenters who opposed the
new coalition had their ranches seized, and their
fields stripped barren. Whatever could ·not be used
by armies on campaign was auctioned off, and the
resulting capital converted into certificates of exchange in one of the many banks commanded by

the Rothschilds.
"Strangely, neither the Count of Albercada, nor
his sister, were exploited by such purges. Perhaps
they were only incidentally immune by virtue of his
influence, or the influence of her virtue; I do not
know which. In any event, no harm came to them,
and the advances of the foreign minister were once
again as graciously received as if there had never
existed any other rival for her hand.
"Unfortunately. the same courtesies were not extended to Demesne. At first, the harassment
directed against him was oblique and unscathing.
The taxes were requested a little sooner each
month, while his debtors reimbursed him a little
later. Eventually, as his credit began to be questioned, the places he was welcome in also
dwindled, until many people (including the Count of
Albercada) declined his acquaintance altogether.
"Later, even more bizarre aggressions occurred:
an unexplained fire near the lower patios; several
assaults on the surrounding walls, accompanied by
the theft of two of the blue porcelain lions that
decorated the balustrades; the uprooting of a section of shrubbery especially dear to Demesne's
heart -- all these atrocities were borne with the
greatest of fortitudes. Demesne even suffered himself to be waylaid, late one night, with hardly a word
of protest beyond the cudgelling he gave to his assailants. It was only after one of his doorknockers
was vandalized that the color flashed in his cheeks,
and the oaths of a wronged man arose like Lazarus
to the winds. Such impassioned melodrama there,
no?"
I nodded slowly.then turned absent-mindedly
towards my guide. Wrth a smile on his lips, Salvaridad pulled up before a crumbling wall. Removing a piece of yellow crayon from a dusty pocket, he
colored in a small section of the fading pastels, and
then stepped back for my approval. Impatiently, I
muttered a sign of assent, and he resumed his story.
"Now, this Demesne was rumored, as I said, to
be a scoundrel; and even scoundrels, to give them
their proper due, come to a realization that enough
is enough. The damage to his lizard, after all, had
to be avenged -- but how was this to be done?
"It was known that Godoy had an affection for
working late -- far into the night, when the orange
blossoms are heavy with the midnight's mist, and
the air is light with the promise of morning. On one
such evening in Cadiz, a rare fog had descended
on the city streets, dancing from one avenue to
another like an uncertain ballerina. Some say that
Demesne invoked the fog through some 'contralto
diablo' -- some pact with the devil to avenge the injury to his doorknocker (oh! how proud he was of
those lizards!), but I think not. People will invent
any rumor to enhance a myth.
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"However it was summoned, a fog did settle
down upon the seaport of Cadiz. Have you ever witnessed a mist roll through a seacoast town, signor?
"Picture yourself on a streetcomer in Cadiz, with
your overcoat bundled as tightly about you as
newspapers around unsmoked salmon. The salt air
stings your uncovered cheeks like cottonseeds with
spikes in them. Oil lamps grow sluggish from fattened tallow, and seem to grant more substance to
shadows than to the objects they represent so that
it becomes impossible to tell which is the reflection.
Whole sections of pavement dissolve before you in
a splashing of white, as if some celestial painter has
upset his palette in a fit of impatience, and gone off
to romp in the wind.
•All around you, as your breath tapers off into
the white billows, sounds play hide-and-seek with
the buildings, and confuse footsteps with the rattling
of unhinged gates until nothing is left but an uneasy
deafness. Salutations from passersby lose their dissonance as the sources of those pleasantries
gradually disappear, from the boots up, in this
cluster of white.
"Suddenly, a pale yellow light - intoxicated by its
own brightness - glimmers down from an uncurtained window three stories above street level; even
more quickly, a slender shadow crosses and recrosses the path in front of it. The street door is opened
gently, lest the creaking of the ungreased hinges
alarm the stroller above. The stairs are swiftly ascended until a passageway, black and damp, is
reached; a gloved hand silently opens a polished
door; the strolling desists with the echo of footsteps;
words are bandied in the flurry of recognition - and
then the pale light falls to the floor.
"None of the documents are disturbed; nothing is
stolen; no blood discolors the delicate carpeting and still the Minister is missing. Odd; very odd.•
Here, Salvaridad paused before a court of narrowly diverging streets, as if uncertain how to
proceed. Nervously tapping his hea blisters with
one hand, while inscribing circles in the air with the
other, he seemed lost in reflection until the sound of
church bells in the distance, announcing vespers,
dislodged his reverie. With a touch of displeasure at
his lips he turned down a vaulted archway and
along a corridor filled with statues of basilisks and
gargoyles. Appended to the roughcast on either
side of us were strange medallions, fashioned in
bronze, and attached to the stone by slender silver
chains with long black nails.
Before us, as we hurried along, a flutter of
orange played against the gray stones, mingling
with the shadows already found there. Soon, a faint
murmuring sound, as of wheat being cropped with
dull scythes, reached our ears. Without warning,
Salvaridad pulled me aside until the mass of noise,
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shadows, and flickering lights had congealed into
human form.
It was a funeral procession. Rows of hooded
friars, their black liripipes and brown tunics spattered at the edges with reddish dust, passed slowly
in front of us. Behind them, a bier sprinkled with
lilacs and colorful garlands, carrying the remains of
a young girl, was borne along on the shoulders of
four men in blue toques. As these figures moved by
us in a sleepy sort of solemnity, with their glowing
tapers illuminating the masks of the mourners, Salvaridad began again in a low whisper.

8The French Prefect who assisted Godoy in the
transport of materials to Bonaparte was given the
task of resolving the mystery. Numerous inquiries
among hapless stragglers, however, uncovered
nothing. Had Godoy been abducted? Was he murdered? No one knew.
•on the advice of the Count of Albercada, the
Prefect summoned Demesne and put to him the
same questions. Regrettably, Demesne was intransigent -- answering no questions, and offering no
alibis. To rew~d such insolence, the Prefect did
what could be expected of an official with his back
to the wall, and the monarchy to answer to: he quietly escorted Demesne out of the country.
•one can only assume that Demesne raised a
denched fist at such treatment, and muttered ungratefully how his soul would always haunt his last
home; no one remembers. No doubt he must have
expressed sorrow at being forced from his lizards,
but no one has preserved the incidents of that last
farewell. And here, signor," Salvaridad said as he
halted before the ruins of a once magnificent mansion, •is the Courtyard of Lizards, just as promised.
There - the doorknockers. •
As he swept his arm carelessly before him, we
approached the remains of an alabaster wall,
enclosing an overgrown garden on three sides. A
rusted iron gate, streaked with red slashes of oxidation, opened uncertainly into the deserted courtyard.
A hasty glance proved discouraging: the fountains were all stopped; the blue porcelain lions were
missing; and the thickets of myrtle were no more
than dry debris in the dust. If Salvaridad had not
taken pains to describe the past wonders of the
place, the mansion would have appeared no more
memorable than the countless other ruins I had witnessed before, and his story no more than a clever
hoax with which to beguile a foreigner on a hot day.
As my eyes traversed the broken balustrades, I
sensed the illusion was somehow incomplete; and
yet Salvaridacl remained strangely silent and forbidding - kicking the dry dirt from one irregular pile to
the next, and saying nothing.
"And is that all?" I asked incredulously. wiping
the green tiles with my sleeve in order to make out

the inscriptions beneath. "What of Demesne? The
Count?"
Dropping his f1ofes to the ground, he continued
kicking at the dirt in an aimless manner, with his
hands thrust into his faded dungarees as firmly as if
thflo/ contained the unpleasant ending to his story.
"Please, Signor Nerisse: I forget. All this happerled so very long ago, to people I never met.•
"And what of Godoy?" I asked sternly. "What
ever became of him?"
"Ah, the doorknockers,• Salvaridad mused, rubbing his jaw idly. "Observe how they still gleam in
the sunlight, even after all these years. Of course,
they are not the originals -- the ones that Demesne
put in; did I not warn you of that beforehand? No?
Indeed!

"Those were all destroyed when Demesne was
escorted from Madrid. A Minister cannot vanish
completely without some retribution committed in
his name; it matters not to the French mind whether
a man bears the guilt, or his doorknockers. In this
case, revenge devolved on the gilt lizards, which
were removed, melted in a forge, and converted
into dull gold bars for Bonaparte to use in his wars.
Eventually the house reverted to the Prefect, by
design, and he inhabited it comfortably for several
years until he was stricken with the dropsy, and
died."
Salvaridad finished uncertainly as my flo/es
watched him coldly.
"Godoy? Godoy. Several rumors, in later years,
placed him in England, where he served the Duke
of Wellington as a procurer, of sorts; but these were
all unconfirmed. No one knows for sure.•

dead is severed, fashioned into a pendant, and then
worn around the neck as a sign of reverence for the
departed. The reasoning behind this is unclear; still,
the custom survived the Moorish subjugation long
enough for a few of our craftsmen to become quite
adept at the ritual. It is remarkable how malleable
the flesh becomes with heat; the bony structure can
be completely preserved, if the proper precautions
are taken at the outset.•
I started at this, for some odd reason, and
glanced hurriedly about the courtyard.
"Salvaridadl"
"I once heard of an ear being made into the form
of a bronze basilisk," Salvaridad offered hesitantly,
"but that was many miles from here, at a place I
have never been before. Most probably, it is a lie;·
our workmen -- however adept in metallurgy -- are
all Christians. Observe, once more, the intricate
designs in the gates, if you do not believe me. Nothing more definite is known to exist, nor have I ever
seen any evidence of the craft, bflo/ond what I am
going to show you. If you will, Signor Nerisse: follow me.•
"Salvaridad! The lizards?"
But Salvaridad merely shrugged uncomfortably,
as he did at every story that had begun to bore him,
and would say no more.

~~~

"And what do ¥W think, Salvaridad?"
At this, he kicked slightly larger piles of dirt with
his heels, and mumbled inaudibly for a brief moment.
"Oh, yes -- the doorknockers. Three months
after his departure, Demesne graciously sent the
Prefect an entirely new set of lizards, at no small expense to himself. It is that set which you see before
you today. They are not pure ... but do not linger
over them too long; Don Alvohado would never forgive me if I did not show you Los Esculturas
Viviente .•
"The Living Sculptures?" I
inquired indifferently, as my
fingers caressed the head of
the lizard before me.
•An unusual relic from the
last century,• Salvaridad said
wearily, touching me on the
sleeve as he gestured towards
the gate. "In some uncivilized
nations, the index finger of the

/

.-
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AN
by Bonnie B. Kennedy
When the great god Zeus summoned the cartel
of gods to a meeting, the lesser gods were forbidden to attend. However, unbeknownst to the gods,
the mischievous Puck managed to conceal himself
beneath the golden fleece that lay upon the altar.
He was amused by his bold scheme to eavesdrop
on the secret meeting. He clamped shut his lips,
lest he betray his presence with a giggle. Zeus
tolerated the little rascal but he would never forgive
invasion of the sacred temple. His wrath would be
horrendous.
On this particular occasion, Zeus entered the
chambers and called the meeting to order. His
voice reverberated throughout the great hall.
"The earth people are becoming a threat to our
kingdom,• he said. "We are here to resolve this matter."
Vulcan, the Fire god, objected. "We are in no
danger from the earthlings. They are on a course of
self-destruction! They have polluted their water and
the air they breathe. They are destroying their
forests, the wilderness, driving animals to extinction, and they have poked a hole in their layer of
protective ozone. The earth planet will surely selfdestruct!"
Zeus nodded. "What you say is true but there is
another fact we must consider. These eathlings are
exploring space. They have sent probing
mechanisms toward our domain. They are constructing a space station; they are developing a superior intelligence. These earthlings must be
stopped before they discover the key which unlocks
the door to our kingdom, and penetrate our hemisphere. They could succeed before the planet
earth self-destructs!"
Vulcan was ablaze with anger. "I will stop these
earthlings!" he shouted. "I will lay a drought upon
their land. I will dry up rivers and streams. I will
sear their crops, consume their forests with fires,
spew boiling lava from volcanoes and bury their
dwellings. I will teach these earthlings to mind their
own business!"
"I can do a better job than you!" the god Thor
thundered. "I will unleash the fury of the heavens,
pour down a deluge of rain to flood their land,
sweep away their homes and livestock. I will cause
the sea to swell with tidal waves to engulf islands. I
will drown the planet earth and stop the inhabitants
from attempting to enter our realm!"
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The senior god's voice rumbled throughout the
hall. "Hear me!" he demanded. •1 am more powerful than any of you! When I command, the earth
rumbles with quaking. I turn skyscapers into rubble.
I topple buildings and split open the earth. I send
the earthlings trembling and running about in fear.
There is nowhere for them to find safety. I am the
god who should tame these earthlings!"
"Silence!" Zeus roared. "None of you is capable
of subduing the earthlings. Each of you has made
repeated attempts and has failed. These creatures
replanted their crops, rebuilt their cities and homes
and recovered from disasters. There is only one
way to conquer the earthlings.•
The gods asked, "What should we do?"
"You must stop fighting among yourselves for
control of the planet earth,• Zeus said. "Each of you
must relinquish your power for a span of time. I will
lock your weapons of destruction in my vault for
safe keeping while I cast a spell upon the earthlings. I will turn the polluted air and water that
these creatures breathe and drink into potions that
will destroy ambition. They will cease to explore
space and lose all desire for achievement. They
will exist in a monotonous. boring routine of daily
living. When that time arrives, the planet earth shall
be ours for the taking. I will give an equal share to
each of you to rule as you please.•
Zeus paused while the gods huddled together in
conference, then said, "Take heed that you decide
what you wish to do and decide now, because this
is the one and only time I shall make this offer.•
After a moment the senior god raised his scepter
to Zeus. "We accept your proposition. On the
seventh orbit of the planet earth we shall return to
this temple and leave our weapons on the altar for
you to lock into your vault for safe keeping."
"So be it," Zeus said. "Return here on the
seventh orbit with your weapons.•
Puck crawled out from under the golden fleece
when he was certain that the gods had departed.
He sat cross-legged on the altar while he pondered
what he had overheard. It was not Puck's nature to
be disturbed with problems, but he was now concerned because he was devoted to many earthlings-clowns, pranksters, jokers, playful, carefree,
happy-go-lucky folk. He was convinced that he
should try to save the earthlings from the impending
doom that the gods planned to execute. However,

he was unable to warn the earthlings because he
was not visible to the creatures.
After much thought, Puck decided to visit the
planet earth and ask the elves of Shamrock to help
him save the earthlings. He took the quickest route
and slid through the hole in the ozone.
Puck found the elves gathered at the loch where
the monster Ness was purported to dwell. He explained his problem but the king of elves shook his
head.
-We can't help you,• he said. ·we are able to
communicate with only the earthlings who have
kissed the Blarney Stone.• The little elf cocked his
head to one side, then added, "Puck, me lad, you're
nae too smart. Even if the earthlings knew that pollution would be their undoing, theycould never clean
it up by the seventh orbit. Arf./w~, it matters not a
wee to us who rules the planet earth.•
When Puck returned to the kingdom of the gods
he was greeted by his girl friend, Rumor.
"Whatever is the matter?" she asked. •1 have
never seen you wearing a gloomy face.•
Puck explained how he had learned of the plan
to destroy the earthlings, but Rumor was unsympathetic.
"You are incorrigible! If you had been discovered you would have been banished from our
realml" She tossed her head. "You are foolish to
concern yourself with the problems of the earthlings. The gods have a wonderful plan!"
Puck brightened as an idea occurred to him. •1
haven't told you everything I know because it is a
secret!"
Rumor sidled up to Puck. "You can tell me," she

coaxed.
"I'll tell you but remember, this is a secret. While
I was hiding under the golden fleece and heard the
gods leave, one of the gods stayed behind. He
came to the altar and whispered a vow to keep his
weapon. He vowed that he would overcome his fellow gods when they surrendered their weapons and
then become the sole ruler of the planet earth.•
Rumor was shocked. "How dreadful! How wicked! Which god made this vow?"
Puck shrugged. "I couldn't see him because I
was still hiding under the golden fl~e. •
•1 must be going,• Rumor said. "I hope you'll be
wearing a happy face when I see you again.•
Puck chuckled as Rumor bustled off. He was
certain that Rumor would soon spread word of the

"secret".
It wasn't long before the gods began to eye one
another with suspicion. They no longer gathered
together in friendly groups and no longer hailed one
another in greeting. This made Puck very happy.
Someday he would repay Rumor. He would take
her for a Merry-Go-Round ride on the planet earth,
but he would never tell her the reason for the treat.
On the seventh orbit of the earth planet, Puck
waited by the entrance to the sacred temple. When
none of the gods came to bring the weapons for
safe keeping, Puck danced about in glee, then
leaped up onto Cloud Nine. The earthlings were
rescued from a horrible fate, otherwise they would
have been Bored To Death.

I
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RESULTS of the MYTIIlC CIRCLE CIRVAY
WHAT DO YOU THINK OF US SO FAR?
[Excellent!] ten 10s,(one of them with the rider"for
what it is"), five 9s, one 8.5, five 8s, four 7s, two soso, and no 4s or less [Dreadful!]
BEARING IN MIND THAT WE ARE A WRITERS'
WORKSHOP, HOW'S OUR STORY QUALITY?
one 10, seven 9s, eight 8s, seven 7s, three 6s, one
so-so, one "10--so- so (variable)" and one "varies."
HOW'S OUR POETRY QUALITY?
three 10s, two 9s, five 8s, seven 7s, four 6s, three
so-so, two 4s, one "I'm no judge" and again one
"10--so-so (variable)" and one "varies."
HOW ABOUT ARTWORK?
o Too Much - 3 Too Llttle - 24 Just Right 2 Don't care
IS OUR LOCS COLUMN:
O Too Long - 2 Too Short - 27 Just Right with one

"Letters get dull with too many 'I liked So-and-so's
story' repetitions"
WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE:
ARTICLES ON WRITING FROM PROS-- 15 Yes13 No -1 Maybe
SERIALIZED LONGER WORKS-- 11 Yes - 16 No 1 in-between
MORE OR LESS POETRY-- 6 More (with one
"Longer Forms"), 7 Less, 1 in- between and 11
Just Right
MORE INTERACTIVE COMMENTARY IN LOCS-19 Yes, 3 No, and 3 Just Right (one adds "I like it
"as is" but perhaps you could further develop where
appropriate").
FUTURE STRATEGY:
Raise Prices (and do various things) -- 17 Yes
Keep prices low and print what we can -- 5 Yes
We got one "Don't know."
WHERE WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE US PUT
MONEY/FOCUS/ENERGYFIRST?
Some people ticked one choice of the three
choices: 8 - Offset and 5 - Longer Zlnes
2 - Comp Coples to Pro-Editors
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Most people rated the three choices in order of
preference:
Comp copies to Editors got six 1 s, two 2s, and no
3rd choices.
Longer Zlnes got three 1 s, six 2s, and one 3.
Offset got one 2, and seven 3s.
HOW DO YOU LIKE THE FOCUS (FAIRLY
STRAIGHT FANTASY)?
eleven 10s, eight 9s, three 8s, one 7, two 6s, three
so-so, and one 4.
WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE MORE:
Science Fiction: 7
Horror: 7 (with one addition "NOT hack/n/slash")
SF/Horror (combined): 1 ("within reason")
Adult: 6 (one with underlined "fantasy")
Mainstream: 3
None of These: 4
There was one general "None" response and some
emphatic NO responses which I've listed separately:
Horror: 2 - NO
Adult: 3- NO
WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE OCCASIONA.L BOOKREVIEWS? 18 Yes, 10 No
DO YOU LIKE OUR BRAG PAGE? 26 Yes (one
emphatic and repeated), 1 No.
SUBSCRIBER STATUS
23 Current, 1 FORMER, 1 "would like to" and 1
"Not Sure" as well as several non-responses.
Here are some of the many comments, edited: I
removed references to specific issues, except in
one case where a general exhortation is made; I
trimmed repeat comments, trying to feature contrasting views; and I cut the praise that many lovely,
wonderful people wrote (but thanks for writing it - it
made our year!)
I like writer interviews.
Some thematic branching out might be nice. You
shouldn't change the focus, but even as someone
who likes fantasy, I don't usually feel like reading a
dozen stories in a row. An occasional SF or
mainstream short might even give you a nice

change of pace and possibly even attract new
readers.
Definitely no book reviews/mainstream, adult,
horror, Sf stories; in both instances, there are other
magazines that cover those subjects.
I like the format of #8 (center stapled) better than
the older form. It looks better and reads easier. I
wouldn't mind paying extra if it meant more stories
and the possibility of other editors seeing the stories.

I think you're successful, and in this world I
guess that means you have to spend more
money ... but I'd go for a bigger magazine first ... even
before offset. Perhaps I'm too sensitive to the plight
of the folks who would like to subscribe to a lot
more than they do, but simply can't. because the
money runs out...
... I'm a slave driver, so .. .l want more Issues per
year, even if they're not as longl...Would you accept
drastic rewrites of something heavily objected to (a
single passage of it, perhaps?)
MC provides an excellent In-between step in that
vast void between beginning writer and professional
writer.
... I would love to see more detailed LOCs -- but
they're hard to write. Will you be able to get them?
Here's an idea -- choose one story per issue to really critique. Have the critique done by a guest editor,
or one of the editors of MC. Or several people could
critique it...
The mythological focus is a bit too focused on
the Nordic tales but this is a personal tic, I being
more interested in the White Goddess of the ancient world ...
Keep it fun, don't get technical...How about goodnatured Tolkien parody? A reader loses touch with
a publication that is printed too seldom ...
I wouldn't mind paying more $to make TMC
longer or easier to make - or to relieve editors' burnout! But the quality of the printing (as long as it's
readable) is just not irll)Ortant to me.
Improvements in printing are fine if quality of content is appropriate to professional lo6k:
If it were up to me, MC would become a monthly, perhaps bi-monthly publlcation ... One bit of

criticism, and that's about criticism, particularly in
the LOCs. The Ego of a less-than-successful writer
is perhaps as fragile as glass, so take what I say
with the proverbial grain of salt. I think you should
restrict comments to Constructive Criticism and
shield us ... from destructive criticism. Statements
like 'though he or she clearly isn't one for poetry'
may not sound like verbal abuse, but believe me, it
stings like acid on the soul.
An occasional "history" of some of your repeat
authors might be interesting, i.e. when they started
writing -- interests -- aspirations... ·
I would prefer to see less (or none) of the occult,
horror and adult stores. Please tell me when your
focus is true fantasy (sword and magic kind) and
Sci-Fi as I would like to subscribe when it is. Also I
write Sci-Fi, Fantasy and writing tips. Could I submit
without subscribing?
Circadian rhythms? Hmmm...
Being of the opinion that if you have little to say,
you should say it on expensive bond paper; and if
you have nothing to say, you should write a letter to
an editor, what follows will be a compromise between both positions ...
In reading over your latest slew (slough?) of
LOCs, I wish to register my dismay over the trend to
a closed forum which you seem to be adopting .
While I can understand the economic necessities
for such a move, I nevertheless feel that it is the
worst possible policy to embrace at this time.
A guiding philosophy for a magazine should act
like a flashlight, always pointing to what's ahead,
without worrying too rruch about what's creeping up
from behind. I can't imagine the NEW YORKER or
the ATLANTIC MONTHLY being what they are
today had their managing editors closed their doors
to everyone but subscribers. Such a move tends to
label the magazine as being nothing more than a
'vanity press,' when your aim should be to publish
the finest work possible, from whatever source. Furthermore, it tends to limit both the number and kind
of contributors you receive work from, when you
should be striving to broaden your reach.
Although workshops have their benefits, one
drawback which I have never been able to reconcile
myself with is that, after several sessions, the level
of the writing collapses into a humdrum consensus - diverging viewpoints tend not to be heard because
all subscribers essentially think alike (or they
wouldn't be subscribers). To be exciting and fresh,
writing should be fed continually by as many discordant voices as possible -- even from those voices
who lack either the means, or the class, to invest in
the future of the magazine they wish to be repreTHE MYTHIC CIRCLE #9, pg. 27

sented in.
Magazines fold every day from lack of support that is undeniable. Yet, I think that I would rather go
out with a flourish, striving for the best, than fade
away like a shriveled balloon. Simply put, don't
circle the wagons until the arrows start flying ...
If the avowed aim of MC is to be a writer's
workshop, then professionals should be kept as far
away as possible from the inner workings of this
magazine. I, for one, have always maintained that
writing is something which you teach yourself, and
have never found much value in artides on writing
by 'real writers.·
Some of these questions are hard to answer if
you like the way things are going.
I'm not too picky about quality of printing ... The
content is the most i"1)0rtant thing ... there are a lot
of b2ring slick magazines out there.

More interviews!
Mythic Circle is unique - it stands between and
above the regular fantasy mags and the pagan poblications that want readers to BELIEVE any mythology they publish. Keep up the good world
This is sort of by way of a LOC, but I have only a
general comment to make. I, too, dislike "free
verse: To me it seems rather like a cop-out.
Several years ago, as a teenager, I sent in a poem
that, looking back, had several forced rhymes. I forget which mag I sent it to but I remember this: instead of "Work on it" or some such thing the editor
advised me to recast it in free verse. Is this what
free verse is? The scribblings of those who feel real
poetry is too difficult to write?

LETTERS
OF

COMMENT
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Thanks for the latest MYTHIC CIRCLE. What I enjoyed the most was the workshop interview with P.C.
Hodgell. I love this woman's work and this is the first
piece I've seen on her by way of profile/interview/etc., so it was much appreciated. I've filled out
the "cirvay", but if you want my vote for what I'd like
to see more of, it's that kind of thing.
I was never involved in workshops as an aspiring
writer, but have been to a few since. Two points
came up in that interview that I can think are of the
utmost importance. The one is how attacks can completely discourage a sensitive writer (imagine if
Hodgell's first workshop had been like that) and the
second is that long-lasting closed workshop groups
really do tend to sound like one another after a time-enough so that one would almost wish the by line on
their work to read by "such and such collective." The
solution to the latter was brought out in the discussion--bring in new blood. The solution to the former
is more difficult: you have to believe in yourself.
Much as I have sympathy with anyone treated
poorly in a workshop, or getting some vitriolic rejection letter, if that person really wants to be a writer,
they're simply going to go ahead and be one. The
ones that fall by the wayside.. .! hate to say it--but
they just couldn't have wanted it badly enough. The
stories didn't NEED to come out of them; they
weren't DRIVEN. Those latter two points are what
separate the professionals from the aspiring writers
and I'm not talking about sales.
Wish I had time to say more, but them old deadlines keep zooming up on me.
Charles de Lint
Ottawa, Canada
Even if Charles weren't a prolific pro fantasy author,
he would still be an incredible correspondent. I can't
figure out how he manages with the same 24-hour
days all the rest of us have, but if I could, I'dsell it
and become rich!

Recently I have become quite involved in nonlinear mathematics at UCSD. You've probably seen
the fringes of this science in the mandaUc fractal
geometry pictures several magazines have published. This mathematics is an evolution in human
abstraction which quantifies the tangible and intangible using the same language. In essence, there is
now proof of the Jungian concept of archetypes. It's
called the "butterfly effect", better known as: sensitive dependence on initial conditions. Supposedly, a
butterfly flapping its waif wings in Peking can have
the ultimate effect of causing a catastrophic storm a
month later, irrespective of dramatic events.

Years ago, when I first began writing fairy tales, I
was afraid to learn its mechanics. The thought being
that by understanding it, I'd lose it. That's never
been the case. And now, after having quantified
fairy tales in the same way a scientist scrutinizes
chemical reactions, I'm even more in awe of the underlying, interactive components to the universe that
cradles me.
Joseph Campbell, just before he died, postulated
that the reason there's so much violence in the
inner cities is due to a lack of a viable folklore.
Humans living in close proximity irrevocably need
an underlying mythology to enable them to interact
with a stressful environment. Traditional
mythologies (and the other components of folklore)
is like booting a computer with DOS (IBM). It gives
the human mind an unconscious way of dealing with
life. Without it we're maladaptive; often creating patterns of being aimed at immediate gratification but
which do not help the long range survivability of the
group. That's why clear1y ecological motifs are often
found in many Native American and other world
aborigine cultures. There is an unconscious wisdom
to these myths which promotes long range survival.
The stories are rich and enthralling to listen to such
that children will be imprinted with them. It's really
nice to see a publication which promotes this tradition ....Again, good luck with MYTHIC CIRCLE.

Bent Lorentzen
El Cajon, CA
CL--With all due respect to Campbell's memory,
attributing inner city violence to a lack of folklore is a
rather disingenuous way of overlooking economic
(and demographic)realities. Humans living in close
proximity need space, they need food, they need
scmethlng to do with their time. Gangs have plenty
of folklore among them (why do you think "The
Crips" are so widespread?)- which glorifies
violence, We vs. Them, and magic talismansthat
provide "invincibility"against the enemy's guns.

I have some things to say about the comments
my story A HARPY'S LOVE drew in issue eight.
First of all I'm rather surprised that such a simple
tale with such a simple style would draw so much
fire? It was only meant to be a bed- time story, not
some pedantic, over-blown epic of moral fantasy.
I'd like to address those who oommented on my
use of the term "Dena'. Would it have been more of
a clue if it were spelled De NA? It's an anagram for
DNA, with an 'e' stuck in for the sake .of pronunciation. I'm really sorry, and feel like a dreadful failure
because I didn't comrnmicate this to my readers.

I know Miranda's explanation of this was far from
complete, but I was trying to keep it in the context of
her character. I suppose the narrator could have
filled in the gaps, but the story was already too long,
and I had to cut something.
Those who didn't like my style were perhaps
closest to the true mark. I compress so much that it
makes it jerky and halting in nature. But it does
have one oompensation, I manage to fit quite a lot
of story into small spaces. Though A HARPY'S
LOVE was the longest contribution in issue seven, it
also had the most events that were given in detail.
Now, I oome to the ending, and the fact that
Bryon knew about Nardia from the start. OK. Here
goes: I generally don't like tragic endings in fantasy,
because I've been lead to understand that a good
writer gets his characters into impossible situations
and then devises a clever way to get them out. A
sad ending only does half of this. And though I'm
not saying there are no situations for the down-beat
finally, I don't think A HARPY'S LOVE was the stuff
of grand tragedy. I could have had Nardia drown in
the tar pit, but I just didn't want to. And, In order for
Bryon to know that he would have to sink the rope
so that she oould grab it with her ctaws, he had to
know about her avian qualities.
I will not say anything about anyone else's work
in this letter. After all my cry-baby belly-aching any
positive comments would appear sarcastic and
negative ones as spite, so I'll just say that I think
MYTHIC CIRCLE Is the best publication of its kind,
and leave it at that.
MY REVIEW
Some die from lack of wealth
Others from lack of love
If one dies from lack of publishers
Then his words soar within but not above
And what I got
Is that heshe is not
One for poetry,
If my words abound
on the common ground
Then I ask but forgiveness of thee
Tales unadorned with metaphor and lace
Stripped to set a faster pace
Don't seem to appeal to many a taste
Except one
We all have saviors, they keep us from ill
And mine·came like cavalry charging from Brookville
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With 'Mother Wat.ers' I'm traced, to a loftier place
So that. for one moment rrrf fable seems fair,
And it does seem odd,
Larry gave not a nod
To the much praised 'Cinnamon Beare'

C.R. Schabel
Knightdale, NC
One of life's realities is that different people
respond differently to the same stimuli. "A Harpy's
Love" merited both praise and criticism in the LOCs
column but it seems to me you heard only the ctitical voices and, for that, I'm sorry. I think one of
Mythic Circle's best features is our LOCs column:
giving every reader and opportunity to respond and
every author a chance to see what his/her readers
liked and didn't like about the work. Christine and I
are quite aware of the sensitivity of authors and
we're very careful not to print or encourage LOCs
that are cruel. At the same time, the authors need to
consider the criticism and weigh whether it's valid or
not. If you feel that your work is beyond criticism
then Mythic Circle is not the market for you.
As for Dena/DeNA, obviously nobody •got• it.
That tells you, as the author, something valuable.

I'd like to respond to several of the points brought
up in the LOCS by Angelee Anderson and Joe
Christopher in issue eight concerning the folktale
feel of "The Tobacco Seekers.• Both that story and
"The Finishing Place• are faithful to the Cherokee
rrrfths in plot outlines (though I had to work with
three different versions of the story of the origin of
tobacco to come up with what. I considered to be the
most dramat.ically sat.isfying combinat.ion). What. we
have left of the original stories is, I suspect, pretty
bare bones compared to what. the listeners were
able to enjoy in the days when these takes were
fresh and new. I have not changed the content of
them so much as I have fleshed them out with
details and some character development. In doing
so, however, I have felt constrained-out of respect
for the Cherokee people--to retain the flavor and
spirit of the originals as best I could.
Much as I enjoy visiting the world of Cherokee
rrrfthology, however, I have always felt as if I were a
privileged guest in someone else's culture. The
Nine Worlds of Norse rrrfthology, on the other hand,
truly feel like home to me and, since I am of North·
ern European stock, I have not felt a constraint
against elaborat.ing on tantalizingly incomplete
stories in the Eddas or even creating altogether n¬ HHI
ones. The Cherokee stories clearly are retellings,
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but I'm

not sure that. label can be applied properly to

any of the Nine Worlds tales. "The Troll Boy" and
"The Blood Red Rune• certainly are not, and the
only hint I had for the Freyja-Odin love story was a
cryptic reference in the Eddas to Freyja weeping
golden tears for her husband, Od, who often goes
a:N<rf on long journeys. "Loki Bound" uses the least
n¬ HHI
mat.erial, but the vents he refers to are drawn
from any different myths, and letting Loki tell his
own story in a •stream-of-consciousness" mode
presents a n¬ HHI
and different perspective. Is "Loki
Bound" a retelling? I really don't know.
The lack of female characters in the Cherokee
stories reflects the originals. Female characters are
active participants in all the Nine Worlds stories-some nasty, some spunky, some wise, some
beloved, some exploited. They continue to pl<rf important parts in the other Nine Worlds stories that.
are as yet unpublished--in one of them the two principal characters are both female, with the males assuming secondary roles.
As for the simplicity of style, I think it reflects as
much as anything the fact that I have come to
literary storytelling from my experience as an oral
storyteller. Of necessity, the lat.ter must paint her/his
word pictures with broad strokes and let the
audience fill in the details from their own experiences. Is this such a bad thing to do either in storytelling or literat.ure? I think not, for it frees the
listener/reader from being a passive spectat.or in
someone else's world and permits him/her to share
in the experience of co-creating a new world. Therein, hopefully, we can help each other to stretch our
imaginat.ions.
Douglas Rossman
Bat.on Rouge, LA
Thanks for the insight into the Cherokee tales.
Style is clearly one of the critical bugaboos. Some
people like floral, some people like sleek, some
people like choppy. Personally, I've always had a
hard time with Flannery O'Connor but I know lots of
folks who are simply riveted by her style. I figure
you do what you do and hopefully find your
audience.

"Temple" by Tom Raley: I like this story because
Tom avoided the temptat.ion to overstate his point.
The writing is smooth and conducive to easy reading.
"Love for Emily" by John Patrick Wall: The story
is well presented. John crest.es the situat.ion with
care and makes sure that. we knew the rules. I
laughed at. the ending, but I'm not sure whether I
think it's cheating. I was expecting a solution arising

out of the rules laid down by John. I have this feeling that the maze was solved by putting in an extra

door. That of course may have been John's irtention. If I can suspend disbelief to accept Emily as a
medusa, why can't I accept Owen as a dwarf?
•stones of Mordus• by Paul Nolan Hyde: I agree
with Christopher, I'm mystified. Perhaps~
Pillar,
Seat of the seer• will illuminate me. I look forward to
finding out.
Poems by John Grey: I found the first two poems
both struck a chord somewhere. In 'Predictions' I'm
not sure but that I agree with the kings.
"Opaque Crystal• by Patrick McGinn: On the
whole I enjoyed the story. There are some problems
with paragraphing which chop up the flow of the writing a bit. The first time I read the story I thought the
protagonist's name was •Regret,• which I felt was
nicety ironic.
•Death DeceivOO- by Joyce Rattray: I found that
while the elemem were there, the mood was lacking. I'm not sure how to deal with this, perhaps more
foreshadowing or more description. I found the ending somewhat abrupt. It left me hanging, wondering .Whal next?·
•Leopard Face• by Walter Lide: It is certainly true
that the western Ctvist has left many non-western
peoples hanging in limbo or worse. I like the use of
the totem animal, but I wondered whether the end
justified the means. The ending carried no hints of
the perhaps dangerous obsession which gripped
Sangara in the beginning. The last paragraph is a

The MYTHIC CIRCLE #8 was an exceptionally
impressive issue. The fiction was consistently excellent and the atwork striking.
A few more specific comments: I enjoyed reading
rrhe Opaque Crystal• by Patrick McGinn. The character Reget was well-developed and the confrontations between the demon and him were interesting.
I found the writing itself to be very skillful. I would
have liked to learn more abot..t Frin and the demon,
but this did not take away from my enjoyment of the
story. What I did have a problem with was the crystal in Reget's boot. Aside from the urveasonableness of this requirement, which I can't judge, I
couldn't accept a stone of that sixe being able to. fit
in his boot. And if the boot was large enough,
wouldn't he position the crystal on the top of his
foot, where it would do less damage than underneath? Could some other device be used .to suggest that Reget must suffer, such as a greater
emphasis on the difficult environment in the wasteland?
I thought ~
Leopard Face• by Walter Lide was
well done. Although Sanga'a's transformation to
she-cat was predictable, I especially liked one
description of the change, which was ve<y effective.
I· know nothing abot..t the mechanics of publishing, bti the prirt in my copy of #8 was poor in quite
a few places. MalY thanks to all who commented
on •Another Point of vw«:

gem.
rrhe Cause and Effect of Daydreaming• by
Lawrence Weiner: I found this story to be depressing. Joe was afraid to grow into his wings, and allowed a recalcitrant kid to destroy his dreams, such
as they were. I would like to have seen the dream a
bit dreamier, or the bracketing portion a bit more
real.
rrhe Sage and the Tiger• by Marjorie Maxwell: I
am curious about the antecedents of the story. I
thought that Buddhism was a path drawing one
aNay from the world and action. In which case the
tiger would have been left to work out his own salvation, or not. If I am wrong, well then I have been
edified. I did enjoy the story, especially the irony
that conscienciousness carried the burden of continuing conscienciousness.
On the whole I enjoyed issue eight thoroughly
and look forward to the next. My wife, who also enjoys the magazine, but hasn't read this one yet, was
especially impressed with the handcoloured cover.
Bravo!
Alex McGilvery
Stephenville, Newfoundland

F. Harris
Westfield, NJ

I was distressed when I SaN the outside of the
issue, first with the new format and seconcly
with the hand-colored white cover. From the inside
the new format is great but please go back to a
color cover. Also for art it would be helpful for
reproducing if the drfNlings could be inked over. If
the artist doesn't want to ink the original and erase
the pencil marks a tracing paper overlay can be
inked and then photocopied giving the same results.

new

I was very pleased to find Elizabeth Hillman's
work in this issue. I had first read her work in Janet
[Reedrnan]'s SILVER APPLE BRANCH and was
suitably impressed. I've kept a look out for other
pieces of hers.
I'm happy to announce something for the Brag
Page. I've recently made my first professional sale
to Marion Zimmer Bradley's SWORD AND SORCERESS VII anthology. It was a short short entitled
rrhe Thorny Path.• She also expressed irterest in
another story of mine .. .l was surprised that there
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were no delint brags. He has plenty, including one
piece which mentions you, Chris ...
I echo Joe's suggestions to send free copies to
the editors of the Year's Best anthologies. Terri
Windling's address is given in Scavenger's Newsletter as one of the anthologies. [This has been done

already. CL) SCAV's also reviews publications and
is refreshingly consistent with timely news (and it's
a monthly!). Also a listing is gratis ...
I dislike Cirvays in general but I'll answer part of
yours in this informal way. Rather than articies on
writing by professionals maybe we can get LOCs
f rorn them commenting on stories .. .lf we get some
pros connected with the magazine it could help with
publicity... By the way appearing every four months
is called tri-quarterly, as the Northwestern publication.
Please keep the magazine straight fantasy. It is
sad how few fantasy places there are. But no book
reviews please other than short brag blurbs.
Lawrence Schimel
Brookville, NY
So onets thrilled with the handcolored cover and
one put off and one general complaintabout the
quality of print... I suppose I should explain here that
MC#B was copied xerographically onto 11x17
paper, which is problematicfor two-sided copying of
a large job: the build up of static electricity makes it
quite difficult to get good, unwrinkled copies. We
had originally arranged for a color cover on heavier
stoclc but the copy shop baclced down on us, due to
the difficulty they were having with the white stock.
It also took a week to reproduce, not to mention that
Christine and I did all the collation by hand. I
colored the covers because it was better than sending them out plain white. Needless to say, we won't
do that again! For more on details like printing, etc,
read the editorial!

I just finished reading the stories, article, poems
and letters of comment in #8 and was left with an impression of "heaviness" - almost gloom - that I
didn't find in the other issues of THE MYTHIC
CIRCLE that I've read. Even the interview
(roundtable) seemed to center around P.C.
Hodgell's bad experience with a poor writers'
workshop. But this is not to say the stories and
poems were poorly written.
Tom Raley's "Temple of Bougledesh" was one of
my favorites. The mood and pace seemed well
handled. One small (picky) complaint. For some
reason the phrase "as she could not believe... "
jarred me both times I read it. It didn't fit the mood
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of the story. "Could not believe her eyes" would
seem to indicate that Katherine saw something
more startling or unexpected than a plushly furnished room.
I also liked "The Stones of Mordus." It was
another good introduction to a novel and definitely
kept me reading and has me interested. Is the song
of the Pillar corning up?
My favorite poem was John Grey's "Horse and
Rider." I liked the sense of wonder -- his contrasting
myth with science. His other two poems, "Predictions" and "Swan Song" were also good. I enjoyed
"Predictions" ending. " ... kings breathe more easily,
relieved that there is no future."
Patrick McGinn's "The Opaque Crystal" and Marjorie Maxwell's "The Sage and the Tiger" were both
well told, but I felt they were a little too "preachy." I
realize this is subjective criticism but I would rather
a story stressed the STORY and the message came
more naturally from it. I DID like the stories, however, the mood and description were were handled
in both of them.
A story that I had mixed emotions about was "The
Leopard Face· by Walter Lide. I liked the way the
story started - the scene was set well and the characters were well defined -- but the ending came too
suddenly. Where Misha says, "Not so fast ..." the
story seems to quit being a story and becomes a
journal of events (though I DID like the last line). I
also had a problem with the language in a couple
places. When Tanato says, "Looked like a pagan
idol from the old religion, it did,· it sounds li~e an
Englishman talking rather than an African. It jarred
me. Also, Misha's line I mentioned earlier, "Not so
fast," seemed a little out of place -- I felt she would
be a little more proper. (This is where the story
seems to get too "business-like.") I also had a problem with the talk about the strangers and their White
God. I kept wondering "What happened to them?"
"Why aren't they helping fight the Olambrornen?"
"Death Deceived,· Dwight E. Humphries' three
poems, "The Gift of Sibyl,· Elizabeth Hillrnan's
poems and "The Cause and Effect of Daydreaming"
all added to the "gloom and doom" impression that I
mentioned eartier. "Death Deceived" was well written but was morbid (personal taste again). Elizabeth
Hillrnan's "The Man in the Machine" was stark determinism, which is about as gloomy as you can get.
This poem could be contrasted with Grey's "Horse
and Rider."
Douglas A Rossman's two stories presented me
with another problem. He obviously knows more
about the Norse mythology than I do. I've always
considered the Norse gods to be cold-hearted but
with a kind of fatalistic nobility. Rossman succeeds
in humanizing them (makes them warmer-hearted)
but it seems he loses their nobility in the process.

It's almost as if he trivializes them. I like the characters, especially in "Freya's Tears," but I have trouble
reconciling them with the Norse gods.
As far as the layout in #8 goes, I like the 11" x 17

" paper and staples in the center but the other way
was fine too. I DID like the columns being justified
to the right in the other MYTHIC CIRCLES better -it gave the pages a "fuller" look. But that's also not
that big of a deal.
My favorite illustrations in #8 were the horse on
page 18 and the "Journeyqueen of Cups" illustration
on page 53. I was also glad to see Bonnie Callahan
and Cindy Rako return. Tim Callahan's art was
good as usual, but I'm beginning to look for a really
dark, solid line in one of his illustrations.
Sorry to sound so critical, there was a lot I liked
about #8, even if it doesn't sound like it here. Looking forward to #9.
Ron Blizzard
Ventura, CA

I liked this issue as usual, but my long silence
was caused by a problem I was half-hoping would
be solved by the appearance of another issue.
Cowardly as ever, I wondered if someone else
would notice/deal with a possible -- dare I ever say
it? Visions of lawyers making hundred buck-an-hour
phone calls rise to haunt me -- plagiarism.
Lawrence Schimel's delightful poem in issue #7,
"Camelot Station," garnered well-deserved praise.
The poem stuck in my mind -- so much so, in fact,
that when I purchased a book this summer (INVITATION TO CAMELOT, ED. Parke Godwin, Ace 1988)
and read John M. Ford's remarkable poem "Winter
Solstice, Camelot Station," I experienced distinct
deja vu.
Going back and rereading Mr. Schimel's poem, I
wondered if he might have read the Ford poem and
was perhaps unconsciously inspired by it. The Ford
poem is also a train/Round Table analogy. True it is
much longer, and more playful in tone, but right at
the beginning is contains the line: "Where all
knights, regardless of their station of origin or class
accommodation, are equal." This sounds very like
Schimel's line "The Roundhouse makes all knights,
regardless of their station of origin or classes of accommodation, equal." Ford's poem, by the way, has
been nominated for the World Fantasy Award -- a
first for a poem, I believe. [It won, too -- I was there! -CL]
That aside, I enjoyed the issue as I said above. I
loved Tim Callahan's cover; the man has an incredible sense for the grace of the human body. My
favorite was the "Freya's Tears/Loki Bound" pair. I
was delighted with the way the two were placed

together -- quite a contrast in both content and tone.
Rossman has a consistently clean style yet it rarely
goes flat. And the illos were superlative.
I would have liked "The Cause and Effect of
Daydreaming" if the story hadn't fallen apart at the
end. Maybe it's just me, but the man arguing with
the kid so long, then allowing the kid to have final
authority before he wimped out gave me a "So
what?" reaction. Too rruch like Life in the 80's, I
guess. So my second favorite was "The Opaque
Crystal," which despite some unevenness in plotting
and style, had so much energy I raced right through
it. Next I liked "The Leopard Face." The popular and
simplistic twaddle about the Evil Palefaces and their
Terrible White God aside, at least the author was
trying for something new and different -- not a glowing-eyed elf or magic sword anywhere in sight.
Some of the poetry was interesting; the Hillman
pieces, though technically competent, left me cold. I
guess I look for joy, or hope, or at least a thoughtprovoking question in a poem; the "squashed bug"
effect might be better stated in another form. Nice
artwork throughout, though light. I was glad to see
Bonnie Callahan back. Her work intrigues me because she seems uniquely able to convey humor, or
pathos, in her figures without getting mawkish.
Mary-Edith Bridges
Seattle, WA
CL- As it happens, another reader also wrote to
apprise us of the similarityof Lawrence Schimel's
and John Ford'spoems. We wrote to Mr. Schimel,
and here is his response:
I was waiting for someone to cry plagiarism ever
since I had read John M. Ford's poem in the anthology. However I had not read his poem until after
mine was already written and I believe you already
had it when I read his poem. The idea for mine
came while reading a book by Parke Godwin on the
way to visit a friend of mine in Philly. The Philadelphia train station was so clean compared to New
York's Penn Station and it looks like the inside of a
castle. They also had a huge diorama set up with
various historical scenes and on the way home I
wrote my notes and first draft for the poem. I knew
very little about trains, though, and had to take out a
few library books to learn more. I also had to research the Arthurian legends for more specifics.
It was the first time I had bought my own ticket for
a train ride and the AMTRAK had different classes
of accommodation to choose from. Class then appeared a few times in the Arthurian matter and it
just clicked. The same thing for station, since they
announce each station coming up beforehand.
Having read John M. Ford's poem I can see how
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tar I

have to come as a writer. The same idea can
be played out in entirely different ways. Although in
mine the trains are themselves the knights, while in
Mr. Ford's the knights ride in the trains. I would love
to have written his but I would not steal his work.
Since then I have tried to find as much of his work
since I can since it is wonderful. WEIRD TALES
recently had another Camelot poem of his in the
same style.
I am sorry if this incident has thrown any bad light
on you. I did not copy his poem and I thank you for
waiting before making accusations ...
Lawrence Schimel
Brookville, NY

Well, folks - amazing coincidence or unintentional
borrowing? What do you think?
Forgive this letter if it is not as well thought out
as usual, but in July I became the joyful mother of
an adopted son, Grayson Benedict, who insists in
language not to be misunderstood that entertaining
him is more l"1)0rtant than writing LOCs.
Of the poetry in Issue 8, I most enjoyed "Horse
and Rider" and "Predictions" by John Grey for both
their imagery and sentiment, and "She of the Lake"
by Ann Schwader (by now your readers know how
partial I am to sonnets).The poems by Dwight
Humphries certainly are unrelievedly grim -- is this
person still in his teens by any chance?
"TerTl)le of Bougledesh" by Tom Raley was so
intent on preaching that it failed to really tell a story;
theme needs to bloom naturally from plot, characters, and images, not overpower them.John Patrick
Wall's "Love for Emily" was an amusing tale based
on an idea I liked very much, but it read more like a
synopsis than a fully developed and detailed piece.
It is worth expanding.
"The Stones .of Mordus" contained some really
nice writing stylistically.I especially liked, "His mounting distress welled within him, flooding the lowlands
of his soul, inundating reason, a rushing unimpeded
tide, drowning all but the most enduring and, thus,
highest in him." And also, "Many were the legends
of the mighty and of Mordus, the center of all
Salasia, glittering in the wrap of the Buckler of
Timas like adamant, a city without parallel, a dwelling of lights and perfections ... " The image of the
opening of the well seen as an eye was powerful.
On the negative side, I found the style of the
Prologue and Epilogue too affected for my taste;
cliche-alarms go off in my brain whenever I see too
many capitalizations of words not normally capitalized ("Become," "Finding," etc.), and especially
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when they run two normally separated words
together, as in "Eversong." The "All there is to be
feared is the betrayal of one's self" theme also
marked the story as being too pantheistic for my sympathies. This same "finding oneself" tripe (forgive
me, but it's my religious prejudice to think that most
of us have the quite the opposite problem -- "He that
findeth his life shall lose it," etc.) also marred "The
Opaque Crystal" for me, and I thought the descriptive
passages in the latter story tried a little too hard.
While I'm on the subject of prejudice (I hate to
criticize yet a third story for philosophicaVtheological
reasons, but -- ), "The Leopard Face" thoroughly
enthralled me until it reached the part about the
"White God and his pale faced Son" (I guess it's not
just the Celts).ln case Walter Lide is geographically
and racially unaware, Jesus was Semitic and hence
Oriental, not Caucasian; hence also the inappropriateness of labelling Christianity a "Western"
religion, though admittedly it has taken firmest root in
the West. The moral of "The Leopard Face" seems
to be that that we should most decidedly not tum the
other cheek, but return evil for evil. (The story complained that the "white man's religion" had made the
Umbaya tribesmen soft and thus vulnerable to their
enemies; an interesting charge, in light of the contradictory view of some feminists that Judea-Christianity and its "war-mongering patriarchy" rrust be
forsaken for Goddess worship that there may be
peace on earth.)
"The Cause and Effect of Daydreaming" was
perhaps the most entirely enjoyable to me of the
stories in Issue 8 -- humorously charming, with a
rather tragic ending.I'm not sure I understand the
moral of it, if it is meant to have one. Is daydreaming
really nothing but self- wounding self-deception? Of
course it can be that, but many a great work of art
too has its genesis in dreams, whether waking or
sleeping.
"The Sage and the Tiger" does well to atterrot a
folk-tale atmosphere, but it needs help stylistically to
keep it from falling flat.I would suggest that Marjorie
try reading a lot of Lord Dunsany, who spun marvellous yams set in the East. In the first sentence, iar
off remote land" is redundant. The contractions in
some places conflict in style with the "thy's" in others.
I enjoyed Douglas Rossman's retelling of Norse
myths much better than his Cherokee legends; I'm
not sure if this is because they are better done, or because I sirTl)ly prefer Norse stories to Cherokee
ones however they are told."Loki Bound" gives us an
intriguing look into the interior of a character we normally see only from without. As in the last story I discussed, I find modem contractions inconsistent in
style with the usage of such poeticisms as "'twas"
and "whene'er." I also thought portions of "Loki
Bound" a little too expository; therein lies the danger
of telling a story entirely through internal monologue.

~egarding comments on my piece in Issue 6,
"Ye Cinnamon Beare": Nancy Martsch should try
reading the line, "not only because that is the colour
his fur was,• aloud, and perhaps it would not then
sound like a "clunker.• The story was deliberately
written in an exuberant oral style rather than a
literary one. Notice also the slangy verb in the sentence, "Poot, poof,' went his paws." I would not use
this in a more adult and serious story. In response
to Gwenyth's inquiries about YCB being published
as a children's book, I have had it rejected by
.
numerous American publishers and am ro« trying it
in England.
Thank you to those readers who praised my
"S?"net for a Mystical Son,• especially Mary-Edith
Bridges. To comey sorrow and joy in words that
enable others to experience them as we do even in
part, is surely one important measure of a ~iter's

success.
Angelee Sailer Anderson
Westminster, CA
Addendum to Angelee'sletter:
On September 6th, the son Stan and I brought
home on one day's notice fell victim to Sudden Infant Death Syndrome, and bade farewell to the
shadowlands of earth. "The Lord gave, and the Lord
hath taken f!l:Nay; blessed be the name of the Lord.•

This is one of those situations which stun and
stagger. If you're the praying type, please remember Stan & Angelee in this time. We always appreciate Angelee's LOCs, of whatever length, and
that she can even think about Mythic Circle these
days is pretty remarkable. We hope writing is a
balm to her soul; she has written another sonnet for
Greyson, her second son Jost to this world, and
shares it with us in this issue.

Just received my sample copy (#3) of your
magazine. Thank you, thank you, thank you! I aosolutely must subscribe to it. ASAP.
I enjoyed the stories and I'm especially impressed by the Letters of Comment. The criticism is
concrete, specific, usable, and not at all "touchiefeelie" (used to get the "t-f" sort of feedback in college writing classes in the late '70s and early ·aos.
Always felt left in the dark after a class).
I love Bonnie Callahan's cover-illustration on
~3 and all of Tim Callahan's-- very professional, and
m the style I remember from my "Story Trails"
volumes when I was a child. All the illustrations are

volumes when I was a child. All the illustrations are

well done.
I'm glad you've got this magazine going. It's
the best of it's kind I've seen so far, and I've sent for
a lot of sanples.
Karen was as good as her word, subscribed immedia~ely,and wrote another LOC on Mythic Circle #8,
whteh follows:
In reply to your editorial, I think the price of $11
to subscribe to your magazine is a bargain for what it
offers. Those who subscribe get some good reads, a
chance to contribtie, and good critiques for submitted stories. If you were to belong to a writers' associaion (as I do) you would have to pay far more to
get similar stuff.
As for issue #8:
I hope you ccrtinue with such things as the
P.C. Hodgen irterview. I'm constartly struggling between appreciation for my writing group's comments,
and the horrible feeling that my style and "voice" are
not sounding like me Slf"tl more. It's good to kroN
that someone else has experienced this, and that I'm
just not imagining it.
"Temple of Bougledesh"-1 enjoy stories-like
this on~that are circular (or is it helical?), where the
hero or heroine end up where he/she started, but
changed in some manner (rrllere's no place like
home ...There's no place like home ... "). One question
though: would Skidbladnir not understand and be
frustrated at Kaherine's refusal to choose a
canister? Especially since he seems be rather omniscient at the beginning of the story and then smiles
knowingly at the end of it.
"Love for Emily"- a nice chuckle. Although, if I
were a remote (especially male) relative, I'd risk a
look at poor lovely Em throug"l a mirror ...
"The Opaque Crystal"-- another circutar story,
but Reget's a little too unsympathetic a character for
me. He's apparently old enough to be weathered,
and--1 assume--intelligent enough to be taken on as
an apprentice. Yet, he is petulant and foolish in his
use of magic as if he were much, much younger and
less experienced in life. I lXlderstand Reget does
have to be a disagreeable sort, but I think I can suffer a young arrogant fool better than an old one. Of
course, this is only my opinion. Good theme, though.
"The Stones of Mordus"- Yes, yes, yes! But,
like Christopher, I don't know what becomes of Brint.
More to come? Please? I'd like a bit more background on the Betrayer, also, perhaps.
"The Leopard Face•- Another YES! The only
thing that held me up were some modern colloquialisms: • ... she made for her secret palm tree ... •
and • ... some distant sound from deep in the jungle
latched onto her ears ... • They don't go with the rest
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of the more traditional- sounding language. Other
than that--GOOD story!
"The Cause and Effect ... •-- O.K, except I
don't think the first paragraph contributes much to
the story. It also seems to me that the humor might
be a little over-done. Relating the conversation with
the little boy is humorous enough. Perhaps the rest
could be told in a more matter-of-fact way? I dunno.
I do like the ending.
"The Sage and the Tiger"-- Nice. I think I
would like it better if he went back to meditating
upon flowers and butterflies. That's personal
preference only, however; the ending is fine as is.
"Loki Bound"-- O.K., but I felt a bit overwhelmed by the scholarship even though I'm already conversant with Norse mythology.
As for the poetry, most of it I liked. I was especially struck by Elizabeth Hillman's "Sky-Toy.• At the
risk of being touchy-feelie, I'll sat the poem felt like
a spider-web. But then, I only read poetry once in a
great while, and I rarely write any.
As usual, the illustrations are great!
Thanks for a good issue!
Karen Harbaugh
Auburn, Washington
We shall have to see if we can twist Paul
Nolan Hyde's arm and get more of his tale out of
him. I hope folks noticeand enjoy the fact that
"Cause and Effect of Daydreaming"has been getting a wide assortment of responses, many of which
reverse each other. Criticismis no exact science!

I really enjoyed issue #8. I also enjoyed #7,

and this letter will make a few (belated) comments
about that issue too. Thanks for all the hard work
you do.
Issue #7: In general very good, and the prose,
poetry and illustrations all show excellent quality. I
liked some stories better than others but I think that
is a matter of taste.
Loved The Swan Chadot. The strong beginning pulls the reader into the story immediately, and
the story itself is fascinating and fully detailed, although it does not resolve completely. {The LOC's in
Issue #8 indicate that this mat be part of a novel. If
so, I certainly hope the novel is published!) The writing style is exquisite - almost musical - and perfectly
suited to the material.
I enjoyed Ye Cinnamon Beare too. A nice
balance between the sweetly chivalric story and the
whimsical setting and style. The illustrations have
the same balance.
Considering the response in the LOC's of
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Issue #8 I Sat this with some trepidation, but I liked
Gary Barwin's two - Poem and Poem. This doesn't
mean I liked everything about them. I believe a writer
has semething approaching an obligation to title his
work with something other than a generic name such
as 'Poem'. The generic word, for me, indicates a
failure to take the work seriously, and I have trouble,
then, taking it seriously myself. Also, I think the
refusal to capitalize is overdone in modern literature.
Nonetheless, the concepts behind the poems were
fresh and intriguing. I loved the twist back into 'spring
as another world' in the first EQem, and the story implicit in the second poem was fascinating.
Thanks, Lynn, for the illustration for my story,
Song of the Mother of Waters. You captured my
vision of the arid valley perfectly.
And a side comment - the issue with the double
dactyls must have been fun. I loved the one Mary McDermott Shideler included with her letter. Such deft
wordplat induces a delirious giddiness. More! More!
Now to Issue #8:
I thought the fiction in this issue was excellent,
much of it as good or better as the material in commercial magazines. Some of the poetry was very impressive.
Temple of Bougledesh's· twist on the choice-ofcontainer fable was creative and fun. I would have
liked to see more support in the plot, though, for
Katharine's apparent shift from seeking the Temple at
the story's beginning to declining its (apparent) offerings at the end. I love seeing a character deepen, but
I like to see the reason for it, too.
The OpaQue Crystal was very well written - I
like Patrick McGinn's style. The characters are subtly
rounded, and the story is interesting. I would like to
read more about the flawed adept Reget (nice choice
of name, incidentally. with reverberations both of
regent and regret).
The poem Predictions was compact, original
and provocative. I liked the choice of words, except
the word "pokes" in the first line, which jarred me. It
seemed inappropriately colloquial given the elevated
language of the poem.
The Leopard Face was also very good. For me
it works on several levels - there is the surface story,
and then a later of ethnic tradition, and, last, an underlying metaphor of the power of authentic creativity.
(I mat be overanalyzing this, and I certainly wasn't
thinking all those things as I read the story - just that I
really liked it and it had depth.) All these elements
work together beautifully. I thought the ending was
artful, too - so much left implicit. The accompanying illustration had an untamed quality which fitted the
story perfectly.
The Cause and Effect of Daydreaming left me
somewhat confused. I liked Laurence Weiner's point

of view and writing style very much - it has a
wonderful deadpan charm, and metaphors like •a
cat in a rinse cycle" are embedded like nuggets of
laughter throughout. I liked the ~ablishment of Joe
Smith's character and situation at the story's beginning and I liked the way the story developed. But
the ending - i.e. Joe's stepping back through his window in anguish that it's all fake - I just don't get it.
As a trauma, it doesn't seem to relate to his character as established in the story's opening. On another
level, if it really is a fake, how does Joe get back
through the window: if it were a fake, wouldn't he
complete his jump, plummetting to the ground?
Maybe I'm missing something here.

The Sage and the Tigec was great. It's tough
to write a story with explicit spiritual content without
becoming too earnest. This story has wonderful
humor and a warmly realistic appreciation of human
fallibility.
Thanks for the interview with P. C. Hodgen,
who has been one of my favorite writers since I discovered God Stalk lo these many years ago. Speaking as a complete beginner, it's nice to hear
someone talk about the practicalities of the busi-

ness.
A final, general comment (with apologies for

the burgeoning length of this letter}. I enjoy, and get
a lot from, the LOC section. Thanks to all who were
kind enough to comment on Ille Song of the Mother
of Waters. I am especially grateful to Angelee Sailer
Anderson; I have a one-sentence-paragraph
habit,
and it is good for me to question each one.
Evelyn Cooper
Pasadena, California

I should explainthat Gary Barwin's poems
came with no titles and I chose to simplylabel them
poems (and get slightlymore creative with 'enotner
poem"). Thanks for pointing out the •regret/regent•
resonations with the name •Reget• - that all happened for me at the subconsciouslevel; lt's nice
that someone consciouslynoticed.
You guys can stop apologizingfor the length
of your LOCs now because, frankly,we don't care
how long they are if you're makingobservationsthat
might be helpful to the authors. If anybody gets out
of control, we'll edityou - but so far it hasn't been
necessary.

.' THE PLANET OF SCIENTISTS:
AFABLE
by

Joe R. Christopher

Once upon a time, in the future when mankind
was settling some uninhabited planets {not that they
all were}, a spaceship load of scientists settled one
planet, having decided not to bring to their new .
world 8Ifi person whose thinking was muddled with
religious passions. This was despite the reference
in an ancient text - The Legacy of Heoro: -- to the
barrenness of rationalistic funerals. "We'll write
some hymns about death being inevitable for all
animals,• said one official. (But references to
Newton's and Einstein's beliefs in God survived,
and puzzled the next generation}.
The scientists knew that they needed recreations; and, since m8rfi of them were musical (especially the mathematicians}, they -- after a number of
years -- organized a regular cycle of concerts. They
had much fun (and extended disagreements} working out the exact calendar of Earth, taking into allowance their near-the-speed-of-light travel to their
new world, with modifications for acceleration and
deceleration and - a particularly tricky mater -- the
slowing of the ship due to space dust. The purpose
of the calendar was so that they could choose appropriate music for appropriate festivals.
The results over the next several generations
were not entirely what the organizers expected, although there were substantial participation and substantial attendance. A pertormance of parts of the
Tao Te Ching in Chinese, set to music by an
obscure twenty-first century composer and performed at the Earth's spring equinox, led to the conversion of several intuitive types to Taoism. Since
they tended to disagree with each other about what
Taoism implied for their lives, the organizers did not
consider the matter too significant. (Besides, the
Tao Te Ching, the converts had a second sacred
text: an ancient hist()()' called The Left Hand of Dark~
ness; they also disagreed about what it implied for
their lives.}
But the performance of Handel's Messiah, on
the equivalent of one 25 December, was a more
serious matter. One woman was converted during
the Alto's recitativo, "Behold, a virgin shall conceive,
and bear a son.• (•AlwfJ)/S a flighty type," commented a colleague later of the converted.} And a
second person, a man, found himself singing in the
Spirit during the Hallelujah Chorus.

What made this more serious than the Taoism
was that the woman, in trying to find what she could
about her new faith in the carefully edited, antireligiously-biased general computer's memory, ran
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across a copy of Edward Vi's Book of Common
Prayerin the multitudinous historical section and
was able, eventually, to recreate a fragmentary
Bible and lectionary from scraps of quotations in
minor languages. Evidently, the computer had been
told to eliminate all Biblical language, using standard versions, so that almost nothing existed in
Hebrew, Greek, Latin, and modern English, for example. But extended passages showed up in
Rumanian, Bengali, Anglo-Saxon ... The Prayer
Book had to be a late addition, so that it (with its version of the Lord's Prayer) missed the purge. No
doubt this time frame also explained how The Messiah got in.
Therefore, the woman began reading Morning
and Evening Prayer, and Mass on the equivalent of
Sundays, while the man sang in tongues and
danced in the Spirit at appropriate pauses in the services. Many came out of curiosity; a few stayed.
"It seems to answer an em<Xional need,• said
one of the officials, "but it's dangerous.•

"It would be more dangerous still to try to suppress it,• said another; "the histories are clear on
persecution's aid to faith. Perhaps we can make sly
fun of it in planted rumors.•
"If the rumors don't just raise interest in it,•
replied the first. He went on, "It seems wrong to use
emotion in a rational colony -- but human beings
have never proved wholly rational.• His voice held a
note of regret. "We can but try.•
While they spoke, three persons were waving
their hands in the air and singing in the Spirit at a
Morning Prayer service. And, since the colony had
not offered The Messiahagain, their presbyter, sitting at one side and observing them, was wondering
if she had enough fellow believers to begin offering
an abbreviated form of Handel's work the next
Christmas. One of the singer's tongues shifted to intelligibility; "All we like sheep,• he sang. Another
replied, "Have gone astray.•

Sweet as Muscatel
by Gwenyth E. Hood
Although my grandfather had made his fortu'le
in trade, I had been educated as a gentleman and
at first I expected Flora society to accept me as
such. After a youth spent in Paris and Vienna, I was
anyone's equal in deportment. My attire, always
elegant without flashiness, had elsewhere disarmed
the stuffiest arbiters. So when with a lover's shyness I followed the Lady Celia into the Contessa di
Filipini's salon at Flora, I was not expecting difficulties from the threadbare remnants of aristocracy
which infested that small city. I took no special
notice of Prospero until the night he shattered my
life.
That night I noticed him. He was five years my
elder and a finger or so taller than I, but he paid for
that advantage in loss of substance. His thin face
with jutting cheekbones was perched too precariously on his spidery shoulders. His f1of es were a watery
blue, and despite trying fNery imaginable style of
hat from the foppish to the frumpish, he never hit on
one that gave life to his face or compensated for his
moth-eaten wig. Yet that evening I noticed his weak
f1ofes assessing me carefully. It added an edge
which I did not need to my nervousness, for I was
•screwing my courage to the sticking point,• to ask
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that great question. My f1ofes were already creeping
past him and feasting on Celia in her demure pink
gown with the innocent pearls at her throat. She
smiled in my direction, not a bold or wanton smile,
but winsome, tentative, almost embarrassed. So
rapt was I that at first I did not hear Prospero speak.
I only heard his words when he repeated himself.
"Sweet,• he said. "Sweet as Muscatel.•
Celia cast down her f1of es, a rosy blush creeping over her cheeks. Through the salon a delicate
ripple of laughter spread and then I understood. The
words of the whole disastrous octave floated back
tome:
All dainty as a wild gazelle,
Is Celia with the sea-blue f1of es,
Whose fragrant curls in swells arise,
On cheeks as pure as asphodel,
rwould convert the stubborn Infidel,
But seeing that ruby mouth to smile,
Cupid himself is all beguiled,
. By lips as sweet as Muscatel.
Ah yes indeed, I wrote that, callow youth that

I was. It is one of the ceremonies of love to use
one's talents, poor though they be, to praise one's
love. Another ceremony is to keep such praises
secret. I had duly performed the _first; Celia had
failed at the second. What words can com1eythe

depth of my mortification? She had shown my lovegift to Prospero, and he doubtless had shown it to
others. When I considered how many pairs of mocking eyes had looked on it, suddenly the words themselves changed in my mind from gold to lead. When
I had written them, I had thought them delicately
sentimental with just a touch of irony. But suddenly
they seemed impossibly mawkish and clumsy, a
lover's naked feelings seen by eyes for which they
were not meant. My elegant suit might as well have
turned to a groom's stained overalls. I might as well
have been a yokel with a straw hat who had
wandered by chance into the Contessa's salon. My
grandfather was a trademan, and nothing I said, did,
or wore would ever change that.
The aristocrats tittered like nervous children.
Then they fell silent, all waiting for me to do something, perhaps weep like a child, perhaps to challenge Prospero to a duel. My lady herself, having
somehow mislaid her smile, suddenly murmured an
excuse and ran out of the room. Before anyone else
moved, I too turned and strode in the opposite direction. A wisp of irrepressible laughter pursued me
through the door and in the streets I was alone with
my own thoughts.
"0 Spirits of Darkness!" I whispered passionately. "Imps and devils and wreakers of vengeance! Wt'rf have I always feared Hell? What
existence could be more wretched than the one I
live already? If you truly barter in human souls,
come to me here! Let me get Prospero in my power,
and I will sell my soul without regret!"
All that night I paced in my gardens, vainly
seeking forgetfulness. When I finally lay down, exhausted, on my bed, sleep also eluded me. In the
small hours of the morning I rose unrefreshed and
found the waning moon casting its attenuated light
through the window in the east. I drew back the curtains and looked out, but nothing was there except
the summer-green apple branches stirring in a light
breeze.
However, when I turned a>Nay I Sa>N a
shadowy figure towering between me and my bed.
His sweeping wings grazed the ceiling, and below
his waist his thighs and legs dissolved into a pitct'rj
fog. His face was black as ebony, yet beneath the
forehead came the white-cold gleam of eyes which
mirrored my own passionate anger. I thrilled with
momentary terror, then mastered it. "So! Hell listens
then, when Heaven is deaW I exclaimed.
The black lips of the specter curied slightly.
His voice growled with menace, or was it amusement? "You want to sell your soul? To me?"

•can you meet the price?" I replied everty.
"Prospero could not escape me,• replied the
specter.
"I want Prospero for myself. You understand
me?" I said.
"If he were to die of consumption, with all his
cousins weeping by his bedside,• the specter
growled ironically, "the Lady Celia would doubtless
turn to you for comfort.•
"The Lady Celia does not come into this; what
was between us is beyond vengeance or forgiveness,• I said with an assurance which I myself found
admirable. "As for Prospero, death is not the point.
If I only wanted him to die, I could manage that
myself; I am no coward! I want to send him in disgrace and humiliation from society. As he has sent
me. Only for that do I need your help.•
"Inward agony.• The specter showed very
white teeth, sneering. "To despise and hate oneself,
to be ashamed. You are right, Antonio Bartolomei, it
is the worst agony. But it depends on spiritual insight, on self-knowledge. Do you truly believe that is
the province of Hell?"
I felt a stab of anger and disappointment. "If
you cannot give me what I want, why are you wasting my time? Begone!" I told him.
lll0 specter's sneer turned to a grin and became permanently fixed. "Not so hasty, Antonio Bartolomei. I can help you, if your heart is set on this.
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But it will take much effort from you. It will take the
investment of all your worldly property, all the
resources of your lively mind, and all the years of
your youth, as much as fifteen years. With that, it
can be done. Does it mean so much to you?•
"It means so much," I said.
He winked.
After that, we drew up the contract.

2.
The next day I slipped quietly awa:t from Flora
in the garments of a clerk and took over personal
management of my grandfather's fortunes. For the
next fifteen years, I traveled the world, became
fluent in several languages, doubled my fortune,
gained strange knowledge and strange treasures,
and incidently learned the names of all Prospero's
servants and the extent of his fortunes. As it happened, I returned to Flora almost upon the very anniversary of my humiliation. I came on the urgent
invitation of the Conte Federigo, who needed me
nearby to pay his gambling debts in emergencies. I
entered his ballroom in a once opulent but rather
weathered black cape and instantly became the center of a knot of ladies who wished to hear my tales
of far away. That was when I knew I would be
popular. Popular, when all I wanted was vengeance.
Prospero had married Celia only a few weeks
after my departure. I had learned that years before.
The two of them still giddily attended all the local
rounds of entertainment as if to remind themselves
of better days, but the years had not been kind
them. Prospero's management had not enhanced
the modest fortune of either. They had four children,
not at all certain to be educated even in tolerable
schools. If either thought I had reason to bear them
a~ grudge, neither showed a~ sign. Nor did I. I
continued my plans against them, but my interest
did flag every now and then. Sometimes, when I
had to tear myself from the company of a brighteyed lady listening raptly to my account of the crimson sunset in Jamaica, so that I could lose at cards
to Prospero and build up his trust, or listen to a spy
report further gossip on the threadbare state of
Celia's apartments, I wondered whether it was
worth it. Sometimes I entertained the idea of abandoning my long sought revenge and striking out
after my happiness at long last. But clearly it was
folly. My first attempts to find happiness had indeed
been unfortunate enough, and bargains with dark
spirits are not so easily disposed of. I would go to
my doom alone, and drag no loved one after me.
Grimly I set about reminding me of that fatal evening when Prospero had sent me off and how he
had robbed me of all chance of love. My hatred and
my desire for vengeance would flare again.
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In the twentieth year of my dark bargain, the
plot came to its climax. I was standing in the drawing room of my own mansion, listening with halfclosed eyes to the delicate plucking of the harp.
Matilda was pla)fing, Matilda Corelli, a girl who was
nearly a woman, with raven hair and a radiant blush
meant just for me. As I listened, my mind was filled
with poetry. "Why not dance with her?" I asked
myself. But then, my resting eyes caught a movement, and I opened them to see a haggard shadow
dividing the torchlight as he entered the room. It
was Prospero. Wrth difficulty, I turned my attention
to him. He looked, indeed, more like a ghost than a
living man. His eyes were sunken. His shoulders
sagged. He almost shuffled his feet. At last I accepted that the game was over and that I would not
be able to dance with Matilda or ~ woman that
night or ever.
"You must foreclose on the property in the
Abruzzi, • my steward had told me the da)f before.
I had sighed with familiar reluctance. "Is there
a hurry?" I asked.
"lt's almost too late ro«. Prospero is trying to
mortgage his estate again, and he's had to sell off
nearly everything else to pay his creditors. If you do
not collect what is yours ro«, you will lose your
whole investment.•
"Very well. Foreclose,• I said. And so now I
knew well enough what was on Prospero's mind,
and what he had come to me for. After all, he did
not know I was a mortgage holder, since I worked
through middlemen. He had often come to me for
other things, for "loans" which he never repaid, to
educate his children, and for his gambling debts.
Based on careful information from my spies, hisservants, I had several times, as if by accident, sent
him precisely the thing he most needed--a cask of
Burgundy, a bolt of green velvet, a side of beef, and
so forth. Then he had just gotten into the habit of asking me for things.
I took care to ignore Prospero during the early
festivities, but it did not surprise me that he came to
join me when I casually stepped out to smoke in the
gardens. He wore a haunted expression.
•Antonio. Ma:t I see you alone?" he asked.
I let out another puff of smoke. I could, of
course, have made excuses, but you cannot mock
the devil forever. "Why not?" I said. "Would you like
to accompany me to the wine cellar? I received a
cask of Muscatel yesterday which I intended to
serve in the course of this evening.• What I actually
had was quite different, but I always told my guests
that whatever I served them was Muscatel. They
were used to my eccentricities, and I had found that
when I ceased apologizing for myself, others began
apologizing for me. "Perhaps you will taste it with
me and tell me whether it will co," I said.

•you are the most thoughtful of hosts, my dear
Antonio. I will go with you.• He was, or seemed, entirely unsuspicious of any plot against us. And so
we descended side by side, down the stairs into the
cellars. With each step we took it struck me that we
were alone together, each the only witness of the
other's fate. My grudge raged in me with a fury
which I had almost forgotten, but newer, stranger
feelings which I could not define stirred up and
raged against it. What a relief it would be to end my
confusion!

As we proceeded farther and farther from the
sight and sound of other human beings, Prospero,
far from being intimidated, became bolder. As we
turned a corridor, he gripped my arm. "Antonio,• he
said, "You've been a true friend."
"You flatter me," I said.
"I do not. You are my only true friend!"
Genuine tears glistened in his weak eyes. "The
others still invite the Lady Celia and me because
they are ashamed to notice our misfortune. You are
the only one of them all who actually takes thought
for our comfort. You are the only one who is not too
proud to look past a title and see what a man - -and
a lady --and children- really need.•
It appalled me that he could be so perceptive
and so thoroughly hoodwinked at the same time.
"Friendship is a noble thing, much praised by the ancients," I murmured at last while blood pounded wildly in my ears.
•Antonio, I have no right to ask this. But I am
in -- difficulties. I need five hundred British pounds
or I'll go to debtor's prtson," he said.
We had reached the bare vault where the
casks stood and I placed the torch I was carrying in
a bracket on the wall before I turned and faced him.
"Five hundred?" I asked abstractedly. It was a lot of
money but there was little point in protesting poverty. It was money I had.
"Yes, Antonio. I need to raise money to pay
one set of creditors, but another set is foreclosing
on my property. Will you--• he stopped speaking
and looked at me earnestly.
"You have many debts, Prospero,• I said. A
tightening in my throat choked back the harsher
speech which I had rehearsed. All the same, he
looked blankly at me, as though a nobleman's
having debts worth nearly twice his property did not
need an explanation. Meanwhile, I took a goblet
from the cabinet nearby, filled it from the cask, and
handed it to him. "Taste it, Prospero. Is it not
sweet? Sweet as Muscatel?"
Prospero took the cup from my hand, but he
kept his eyes fixed on me as he sfppeq. All these
years he had missed the meaning of Muscatel in all
my conversation, and it almost looked at though he
would miss this one too. But perhaps the trembling

in my voice warned him that I meant something particular this time. "Sweet as Muscatel,• he repeated,
evidently to humor me, and then suddenly his face
froze as the scene came back to him. "Sweet as
Muscatel?" he asked in an altered voice, desolate
eyes now begging for a hint that he was wrong.
"T'would convert the stubborn Infidel," I added.

An inkling of my meaning seemed to dawn on
him. His eyes filled with disbelief. "All these years,•
he said.
•All these years,• I agreed.
"How it amazes me!" he said. "You really
loved her!" His tone and expression were utterly sin-

cere.
"I used all the cliches, Prospero. I meant

f!Nery

one.•
Prospero took another sip of the wine (it was
Aemelian, and a good year too). I realized then that
he still had no idea that I had ever contemplated
revenge; he was lost in bewilderment at the thought
that anyone really meant the things you Sa.J in love
poetry. He had married Celia for her modest fortune
and most of his energies since then had been
directed at keeping up appearances. My fury ebbed
a.Nat. How can you envy a man who marries
without love and whose truest friend has labored unceasingly for twenty years to ruin him? At last I took
a sip from the cup I had filled for myself. "I will lend
you the money, Prospero. I will write the note now
and my steward will hand it over in the morning. But
you will have to sack your present steward. He's
cheating you.•
After I had sent the much relif!Ned Prospero

a.Nay, I returned to my own chamber. There the
dark spirit waited, his great wings sweeping the ceiling, his feet disappearing in a thick mist. His eyes
gleamed cold- white upon me.
•1 have come to fulfill my side of the bargain,• I
said. His lips curled only slightly. I admitted, "You
have kept yours. I have had my will. It is true, Spirit,
that I do not want to die now. But even there I am
better off than when I met you; I used to think I
would welcome death any time it came. The truth is,
I never had any pleasure in life until I met you. So
how can I regret our bargain?"
The spirit's fixed expression did not change.
"Do you wish to be with me now?" he growled.
"What does it matter? Your right is unquestionable.•
"Antonio, Antonio. It is not such an easy thing,
after all." The dark mist of his form expanded and
the wings stretched out to fill the whole chamber.
•As you sat, you are obliged to give your soul to
me, but I am not obliged to take it.• I stood speechless and after a silence as deep as a century, his
words came again. "When they educated you, Antonio, they taught you the wrong things. They taught
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you that the devil is the enemy of God, but they did
not tell you that God becomes his CN1n enemy in the
service of man. They taught you that love often
grCN1s overripe and sours into hatred, but they did
not tell you that budding hatred can also bloom into
love. They taught you that Satan can make himself
as an angel of light, but you did not learn that God
chooses to dwell in thick darkness. Vengeance
belongs to God, but it is not His greatest gift.• His
wings swept out wide, to encompass the city, and
as they opened, colors unfolded in the spaces between the feathers, iridescent rainbows of blue and
green and yellCNI and red, some dusky as smoke,
some as bright as the phoenix. As the vision smote
me, I threw myself dCNln on the floor and convulsive-

ly drew my hands to my f?fes. His words n<YN
whispered almost inaudibly in my head, though I felt
the room vibrate with their rhythm. How arduously
you have served for hatred, Antonio! Would you
serve half so well for Jove? If only you would serve
for love!

Then I lost consciousness.
When I came to myself, the vision was gone.
His words remained behind, sounding and resounding and echoing in my ears. I crouched on the floor
for some time, trembling and weeping. Then I rose
and washed my face and went to find the Lady Matilda

TIIE CRIMSON BERRIES
by Deborah L Hunt
Alec longingly pressed his forehead to the win-

dCNlpane. The sun was finally coming out. Behind
him, he heard the cf atter of his nanny's footsteps in
the hallway as she approached. He sighed and
fidgeted with the latch. He had been cooped up with
her all afternoon, and who knew what thrills laid waiting for him in the fields and woods behind his
parents' slMllmer house.
He couldn't take it 8nf longer. He went and
found his mother busy amongst her needlepoint.
After a moment she looked up at him. It only took a
few minutes of earnest begging this time for her to
agree, and then he burst outside through the back
door, his blue jacket flapping in the wind.
Running for just the sake of running, he tore
through the long grass behind the house, but then
he caught sight of the woods and headed there. The
woods smelled damp from the recent rain, and the
leaves squished beneath his feet. Alec ran and
jumped over rocks and logs until he thought he
might drop from exhaustion.
Wrth his breath pounding in his chest, he
looked to the ground for interesting twigs and
stones. The pale green inside of a branch's broken
end peeked out at him. Alec pulled it out. It was a
small branch that looked as if it could have been
made by a fairy. Crimson berries dangled from it.
He turned the branch around in his hand and gazed
up at the trees. There was no way this branch could
have come from one of these.
"Alec,• his mother's voice called in the wind.
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His m«her would never allCNI a branch in the
house. She'd say it was a dirty outside thing, even if
he cleaned it. He couldn't hide the branch on himseff either, not with nanny insisting on taking his
coat off. Alec placed the branch next to a rock
where he could find it the next day, and he ran back
to his parents' house.
That night in his room, he laid in his bed and
stared at the ceiling, thinking about the branch he
had found. It had been a very <ifferent branch, unlike 8f'f'/ other one he had seen before. W~ would
such a branch be there when there was no tree or
bush for it to come from, if it wasn't a magical one?

The branch puzzled his thoughts further. He
dreamt of it repeatedly that night, and in the morning he ran back to the woods as soon as he could
wrangle himself awat.
He found the branch still la.ting beside the
rock. Crouching oown, he pulled it out to see that it
was slightly dirty, but still whole. Its crimson berries
swayed as he held it up before him. It was such a
special branch.
At first he clutched it far above him, letting the
leaves ripple like sails in the breeze, as he ran
through the field and spun about with it. When he
tired of that, he drew pictures in the ground with the
branch's tip until he came back into the woods
where he had found it. He gave a bored sigh. The
branch had seemed so special at first. Now it
seemed no more than a branch. His thoughts drifted
awat from it.

Idly, he looked up to the sky for another diversion and watched a leaf fall from a tree, spiraling
downwards to drop into a small pool of water that he
hadn't noticed beside him. He went and stood
before it. Its surface was as calm as glass.
Wrth little thought, he plucked three berries
from the branch and dropped them into the pool to
disturb the smoothness. The berries sank to the bottom and stayed there. It hadn't been very exciting,
he thought.
He looked up for something else to do when
the water in the pool began to churn. The water bubbled and popped. Up from the pool emerged three
small crimson birds.
One of the birds had the fallen leaf on its back,
which it shook off. Alec stared in amazement. The
three birds scrambled to the edge of the pool, dried
themselves, and then flew all around him. They
darted in and out, teasing him. As his amazement
passed, he laughed while the birds came closer and
farther, again and again.
At last they fluttered to a nearby b<anch. He
approached them. They were crimson as the berries, he realized as he held the branch up before
them. If three berries from the branch had brought
up three crimson birds, what would one cluster of
berries bring up, he wondered.
Wrth little hesitation, he dropped one cluster of
berries into the pool. A moment later the water
churned and popped once more. This time the
churning was longer. Up from the pool climbed a
small crimson fawn.
Alec gaped at the fawn as it stumbled around
the pool. He held his hand out to it. The fawn raised
its head and came delicately forward to lick his
fingers. He looked back to the three birds and then
back to the fawn. It was magic, he thought.
For a few minutes, he just stood there, the
fawn coming around him, the birds twittering on the
branch. They were all so beautiful and kind to him.
What else would the berries bring If he dropped
even more berries into the pool?
He wanted to know. Deftly, he plucked three
more clusters from the branch. There were only a
few left. He held the berries quite high CNer the pool
and let them fall. Plunk, they sank into the water.
The woods seemed very silent right then, as If
the wood noises and the wind had suddenly
stopped. Nothing was happening in the pool. He
took a step forward. The water began to violently
stir. Frightened, he backed up to the tree with the
birds. The water splashed and shot upwards. He
began to tremble. What was he bringing forth?
The water stopped splashing arid to his horror
there stood a crimson elf. The elf looked all around
with its crimson eyes until it spotted him.
"Ah. Twas you that brought me to llfe, • the

said in a whine that made him shudder. •Give me
the rest of the berries so that I can be bigger.•
"No. I won't,• he cried and put the berries immediately behind his back. He could already tell that
he elf was evil. There was no way he was going to
give it the berries.
The elf climbed out of the pool and started to
waddle at him. It had horrible teeth and mottled
skin. It stuck its hand out towards the branch.
"Give me the berries from the branch,• it
demanded.
"No," he shouted.
The elf stopped. Apparently, the elf couldn't
physically take the berries from him. It was afraid of
the branch, bt.i he saw it slowly gaze around and
spy the fawn and the birds.
"Give me the berries, or I will take them and
eat them to make me more powerful,• the elf said in
a threatening manner.
Alec stood there shaking in realization that the
elf was so evil it would eat the fawn and the birds
arr(Way, even it he did give it the berries.
"An hour, little boy," the elf cried and went running for the woods, disappearing into the brush. He
could see the brush mCNing wildly for a moment and
then all was silent.
He looked back to the fawn and the birds at
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the tree. He had to protect them, but how? He could
hide them, but the elf would still fine them. He had
nothing he could use against the elf except for the
woods itself.
In a hurry, he stuck the berry branch into his
back pocket and began to pull all the ivy from the
ground that he could. He would trip the elf and dispose of it from there. The ivy was stiff, but he tied it
together the best he could and led it across that
front of a large tree, hiding it in the brush so the elf
couldn't see it.
Wrth a gentle hand, he led the fawn to the
tree. The birds flew over by themselves to land on
the nearest branch. He crouched down behind the
next tree and held the ivy like rope's end, ready to
pull it.
The woods stayed silent. He could even hear
the crimson birds rustling their wings . A crushing
sound came through the brush, breaking the quiet.
The hour was up. He peered around the tree's
trunk. It was the elf.

The elf came trudging forward, its crimson
face just as ugly. It looked around the clearing, and
then it saw the fawn and the birds by themselves.
"Hah, • the elf laughed, as if it knew he would
desert them.
It came slowly towards them, clenching its
fingers in greed. He held his breath. The elf moved
in closer. The fawn and the birds stirred in panic.
Wrth a quici< heave, he yanked the ivy rope. The elf
tripped and tangled up in the rope trap.
Leaping out, he grabbed a stick and rushed at
the elf. The elf screamed and thrashed at him. He
struck it. It gave a horrible yell, breaking free from
the ivy rope.
Surprised by the elf s quick escape, he
dropped his stick to the ground. The elf kicked it
aside. He yelled at the elf, but it only sneered and
laughed. Quick, he thought, what was the elf afraid
of? Wrenching free the berry branch from the back
pocket, he held it before him. The elf gave a scream
at the sight of it. It ran from the fawn and the birds.
He raced after the elf, swinging the branch
again and again. The elf scrambled over the brush
and rocks until it gave a screech as it fell into the
JX>OI of water.
He ran to the JX>Ol's edge only to see the elf
rise from it once more. He swung the branch at the
elf. It jumped from the water and ran for the woods.
Leaping over the rocks and brush, the elf merely
plunged over. He chased it. He had to try to stop it.
The elf ran further into the woods, the part of
the woods he didn't know. Suddenly the elf was
gone from the path. He ran on ahead, looking all
atx>ut for it. The woods seemed to loom largely with
coarse trees and thicker brush.
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The elf suddenly leapt out, clinging to his
back. He rolled to the ground and knocked the elf
off him. Mightily, he swung the brush as it was his
only defense. The elf backed up and screamed.
Wrth a violent rumble, the ground opened up
beneath the elf and then him. Down the slope of a
small ravine, he saw the elf tumbling before him as
his own body fell down the muddy slope.
The elf was so light, it flew outwards to strike
the water of a river. He tumbled to the river's side,
the branch in his grasp touching the water.
Up from where the elf had been, burst a splendid flock of crimson birds. He stared at the flock and
then the branch touching the water. The elf was
gone. The branch had turned it into the birds. That
was why the elf had been so afraid of it. The branch
could give life through the berries in the water, and
yet the branch could take that life and transform it.
Alec stood up from the river bank and watched
the flock of birds until they were no longer in sight. It
was hard to believe that they had been the elf when
the elf had been so evil, and the birds were so joyful.
Wrth the berry branch still in his hand, He
climbed up the river bank to find the fawn and the
birds. Their lives were much more valuable to him
than any thrills he could want. They were still by the
tree. He stayed with them a moment, the birds darting about him and the fawn licking his hand.
Suddenly, as if a gust of wind called them,
they left him to disappear into the woods. He
watched after them for a long moment and then
looked down at the branch. They would be safe
now. What should he do with the branch now, he
wondered. The safest place he could think of for it
was deep within the ground.
He buried the branch there and stood up to
look at the woods once more. The fawn and the
birds were now out there somewhere. Wrth one
glance back with hope of one more glimpse of crimson. he ran back home.

Hard'Ilme
by David Rubenstein
Over the moonlit moor the wail of bagpipes rose
and fell with the gusting of the wind; disembodied
notes, measures lost in space and time, moving like
the patches of mist that floated between the barren
hilltops. The shifting haziness of the nightscape
spanned the border between reality and fantasy, for
the years of imagination had clouded his ability to
distinguish one from the other. He hummed along
with the familiar tune, filling in the notes lost with the
wind.
But the moor was a graveyard, and the wail was
a psalm, and reality was grief. The old priest's lips
were moving; MacCaig did not hear the words. The
skirl, from some lonely hill be'fond the clamor of the
city, drowned them out.
From the yawning earth he turned, his spadeful
of dirt still cascading down the sides of the simple
metal box, and strode across the third, yet-empty
family grave site, to the rusted gates which failed to
either keep the city from the cemetery or death from
the decaying city.
Walking without apparent direction, he passed
down streets of burned-out, boarded-up, and rundown buildings where hollow f1.Jes punctuated the
black facades. WrthoUt remembefing the trip, he
found himsetf in front of his own tenement. How
long he had stood there he did not know but, as he
began the ascent to the sixth floor, he realized that
a decision had been made somewhere inside himsetf. He would go. Where, remained to be seen. He
would go. There was nothing left here to hold him.
He surveyed the apartment. Not much to show
for thirty years. Shrugging, he pulled a worn suitcase from the hall closet, ignoring the items which
fell. He collected his work clothes, his shaving gear,
and various personal effects, and laid them carefully into the case. What to do with the rest? he
wondered. Hell, why bother. A day after he'd left, it
would be gone. But there were things... He walked
about the four rooms, picking up a picture here, a
keepsake there, placing them carefully into a
cardboard box. These things were too important to
leave to the vermin. When he was satisfied that
everything of emotional value was secured, he
called his boss. He was retiring, he told him. Send
through the papers. He'd have to getJ)ack to him
later, though, with the address for the.pension
checks. He just didn't know yet. The boss expressed sympathy for MacCaig's loss, but his voice

barely concealed annoyance over his own. MacCaig had been a hard and diligent worker, the
mainstay of the dock ae«. He would be very difficult to replace.
Wrth the cardboard box full of memories, he left
the apartment and walked across the street to an
empty lot covered with the debris of a demolished
building which lay where it had fallen. There a rusty
barrel bore black marks from the licks of past
flames. MacCaig gathered up an abandoned
newspaper, crumpled it, and dropped it into the barrel. He ignited it and, when the flames rose to the
top, he carefully laid his box inside. The mass suppressed the flames for a moment, but they came
back, greedily consuming the memories. He
watched the pyre until only smoke and ash
remained, then turned and continued down the
street.
Descending into the subterranean transit tunnel,
he boarded a graffiti-bejeweled car and plunged
into darkness. At the other end, where banks dared
to conduct business, he closed his account;
traveller's checks, and a statement showing a zero
balance. Then a travel agent. First flight tomorrow.
Back to the subway. Back to the apartment. Home.
His body finally shook his mind into submission,
and he survf1.Jed the refrigerator. Nothing to eat. At
least nothing that he could simply take out and eat.
Mary could have assembled quite a respectable
meal from those ingredients, he had no doubt. But
then, Mary was in the ground and he wasn't that
hungry, arrfWay. A can of beer, a pipefull, out on
the balcony. That would do.
The early summer sun had just squatted on the
Jersf1.J shore, reducing Manhattan to silhouette, and
the night life was beginning to crawl out into the allf1./S below. But quickly, even more quickly than
usual, the Brooklyn night was replaced by the rolling moor and skirt of a distant bagpipe. The sounds
and the smells wafted over him, and he closed his
eyes and opened his mind.
Before the mugger's knife had cut short her life,
Mary would have returned from her evening job at
the library and come quietly to the balcony, kissed
him gently on the back of his head, and begun to
knead his aching shoulders.
"Hearin' the pipes tonight, Pop?" she'd have
asked, although she knew the answer already. But
tonight her voice had already jumped that ever-nar-
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rowing gap between reality and imagination. Gone!
A single tear represented his remaining sanity.
Like her mother, dead of her birth, she was
taken from him. Well, maybe they were toget.her.
Free at last, free at last! He thought of joining them.
Nothing here for him. Rundown apartment in a rundown building in a rundown city. Sure, Mary had
tried to make it a home, but lately he'd seen the
signs. She was ready to leave, start a life of her
own. She was twenty-three, after all. High time to
leave a foolish, broken-down old man to his flights
of fantasy. That's what she called them, "flights of
fantasy•, when he'd sit on the balcony overlooking
filthy alleys and black rooftops and see rolling
countryside and hear the wail of bagpipes. But they
were more.
He knew they were more than flights of fantasy.
Since his childhood, longer than he could remember, an image, a scene, repeated in his imagination,
in his dreams, flashing across a movie screen,
across a television scene, across his mind's eye in
the middle of a book, always the same clear precise
vision. It was an image locked in his genes, some
genetic program, as the river where a salmon goes
to spawn is programed into its cells and guides it,
like the inter- continental flights of migratory birds,
and the trans-oceanic treks of sea creatures, like
the coded instructions that take the monarch butterfly fluttering across a continent to a small patch of
land in Mexico. It was locked in there, each cell contributing its single bit of information which was assembled in his brain like a hologram and played
across his psyche in technicolor cinerama and he
was there.
•1 n a previous life,• his daughter told him one
night just last week on the balcony. as she massaged his shoulders, aching from the day on the
docks, •you were a great Scottish king.• He'd considered that carefully, as she chatted on about her
shift at the library. Reincarnation had never entered
his thoughts before.
"Bring me a book on the subject,• he'd told her. It
was in her hands that night when... He packed it in
his bag to take abroad. Even New York City
wouldn't cross oceans to retrieve an over-due
library book.
So now he would go. His wife had gone and his
daughter had gone and no one else in this world
gave a rat's ass if he lived or died. Nobody would
even care enough to tell him that he was a damned
fool. Thirty years on the docks, dying a little each
day - that was being a damned fool. He had nothing
to show for his decades, save the memory of two
women who had suffered with him and gone before
him. He would go.
He had come to realize in recent years, although
he hadn't confided in Mary, who was worried
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enough about his "flights of fantasy•. that somewhere in the world there was a place like the image
in his mind, a real place and a real time. And now,
with no strings to bind him, he would seek it out.
The flight to London was uneventful by aviation
standards, but for him it was a passage to another
world. It was his first flight. The thought was
humorous to him, and he chuckled to himself as he
watched the cloud tops float beneath. It was his first
surrender to his natural good humor since the night
the man had come to the door with Mary's purse
and the tight face. Him, a laborer all his miserable
life, flying to Europe. Now certainly that was a bit
rich!
But although the method of conveyance was
new, the destination was not. The previous trip had
been made in the hold of a troop ship as fodder for
the D-Day cannons. Long ago, though. But even at
that tender age the image had been with him. And
when, on that first evening in the camp in southern
England he'd heard the pipes playing in the Scottish
encampment, he had not been at all surprised at
how accurate his imagination had been. He'd spent
every free evening during his stay there with the
Scots, listening.
But ro«, some two score years later, he found
London somewhat bewildering. The real world imposed itself on his blind quest, and doubt surfaced
for the first time. What the hell am I doing, searching for a holy grail in the twentieth century?
His hazy plan was to catch a train to Sc6tland.
He found his way from Heathrow to the train station,
where he chose a Scottish city at random from the
schedule. Dingwall. He read the name on the ticket,
trying to conjure up his vision, but nothing came.
Dingwall. Hell, why not? When you don't know
where you're going, on place is as good as the

next.
The train bore him Northward. The ride was
long, with even longer layovers, but these did not
dampen his spirits. Just riding or waiting in a station, he was absorbing the feel of the country, the
lay of the land. And when he sat in a waiting room
quiet with the night's emptiness, the image of the
moor came on so strongly that he had to open his
eyes to convince himself that he was not, in fact, in
the dream. He smiled then with satisfaction. If the
image got stronger as he neared his goal, it would
be as a beacon for him. This might be easier than
he had dared to imagine.
It had, after all, been what could charitably be
called a long shot. Even for a loony like himself, he
realized. Okay, given that he was convinced that
there was a place on earth like the one in his mind.
And, yes, bagpipes did suggest Scotland. But they
were played in other parts of the globe. But his
name was MacCaig. Still, he might spend the rest

of his clays searching the Scottish highlands for a
moor that lay across the water somewhere in
Ireland.
Well, he'd find it. He lay back on the wooden
bench in the station, folding his jacket for a pillow.
11le image was stronger here than ever. He was at
least an ocean closer, of that he felt certain.
11le train pulled into Dingwall with the sun, but
his first sight of it did not elicit the recognition he
had somehow come to expect. Still, it did fit his
image of a Scottish town rather nicely and he left
the rails for more circumspect travel.
First to set up a base. He certainly couldn't afford to stay in a hotel. But a brief discussion with
the station master afforded him directions to a
boarding house. He hoisted his bag and walked the
several blocks, easily finding the building. Once his
meagre possessions were there deposited, he
hiked to the outskirts of town, where a small usedcar lot offered up a reasonably well-kept Morris with
only fifty thousand miles showing on the odometer.
Nothing American. But, resigned to dealing with unfamiliar quantities, he parted with pounds and accepted the funny-looking car.
Thus feeling that he had the mobility required to
begin his quest in earnest, he hummed happily as
he drove into town, nearly colliding head-on with the
first approaching motorist, who seemed somehow
intolerant of his insistence for driving on the right
side of the road,
In total, it took him nearly three days to become
relatively settled, including opening a bank account,
learning basic directions and customs, sending his
address to his company's pension department, and
sleeping off jet-lag. By the third night, when he
could close his eyes without sleep seizing him immediately, he experienced his image. And it was
stronger, more vivid than ever. It was a homing
beacon; it was clearly telling him, like the salmon
struggling up its ancestral river, that his destination,
his destiny, was near.
But near or not, whatever revelations he had expected did not materialize. No bolts from the blue,
no visions, no minor miracles. Frustrated after a
week of wandering the town, he took to traveling
the countryside, winding over high road, low road,
and sheep path where no car had ventured before.
He discovered Scotland, and found a thousand
moors which fit his image to a tee. He found misty
mountains where pipers' skirts floated across foggy,
moonlit nights. But there was no more recognition
here than there had been back on that balcony overlooking the Brooklyn alley.
After two months of expectation had. passed in
fruitless search of a phantom meadow; he found
himself one night in the only pub in a village just
south of Wirth. For the first time he faced his doubts

and began to wonder, over a pint of stout, if perhaps he ought not to return to the States, sadder
but wiser, and think seriously of his declining years.
He was a little old for this quest business. But, he
thought as he starred into his mug, he was acquiring a taste for the panther piss that passes for beer
over here, and besides, as long as he was here,
maybe he ought to learn the pipes himself.
No sooner had the idea materialized in his sodden brain than he realized that it was a good one,
and for the first time he took notice of the ahers in
the pub. Someone there would surely know of a
good pipe Mor. He sought out a friendly face to
ask. But the personality did not match the face of
the young man he approached, and the man's companions seemed equally as ill-tempered, and before
he could excuse himself for the interruption, he ·
found himself facing an ugly group with a yen to
relieve some pent-up frustration on a stranger, and
a Yankee at that.

11le first man had poked him once in the chest
with an index finger, casting aspersion on his dead
mother, and he had almost responded to the
provocation, in spite of the extremely negative prognosis for the outcome. He was after all, despite his
age, a large and powerful man, and well-versed in
the etiquette of the barroom brawl. But a voice
boomed out from the back of the room, and the
young toughs looked to the source like curs when
the top dog growls. They returned muttering to their
mugs. MacCaig turned to look for the soorce of the
voice, and although there were several men at the
back, he had no doubt that his benefactor was the
man-mountain with the red beard and bushy
eyebrows. Though he looked to be closer to sixty
than fifty, there was still little doubt about the reason
for the respect the young men had conferred on the
older.
He walked back to the man's table and asked if
he could buy him a drink. The man allowed as he
could, and he sat.
•MacDonald's the name,• the man growled, sticking out a huge hand. "What brings an American to
these parts?• His voice came from deep inside, but
behind the red beard and wild curly hair the eyes
showed only friendliness, not the usual suspicion
he'd met since his arrival. MacCaig felt at ease,
curiously hopeful. He'd not made so much as a
casual friend in this foreign land.
•came to find my roots," he answered vaguely,
adding by way of explanation, "MacCaig's my
name.•

At. the mention of his name, the men who had
returned to their glasses when the ruckus had subsided turned back to him with renewed interest.
•Haven't been many MacCaigs in these parts for
a hundred years,• the big man said, a note of sharp-
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oess in his voice. But then he quickly dropped the
subject and became cordial again. By the time MacCaig had bought him his third drink, the man had
told him his background, and MacCaig had
sketched in his, though not mentioning what he had
come more and more to accept as a mental aberration, rather than the supernatural phenomenon he
had so long considered it.
By the time the bartender called "time•, MacCaig
had proved that he could hold his ale with the best
of them and MacDonald had promised to teach him
the pipes. But he was far too drunk to find his way
back to Dingwall over the dark and curious roads
and MacDonald insisted that he sleep at his house.
His "house" turned out to be a manor, and his
hospitality as big as the man, and together they
killed several more bottles of ale before succumbing
to sleep. MacCaig, not usually one to impose on the
kindness of others, stayed seven months.
Seven months were enough, under MacDonald's
patient tutelage, to become marginally proficient at
the bagpipes, as well as Scottish living, although his
was certainly a life style representative more of the
well-to-do than the average Scot. But something,
MacCaig couldn't begin to guess what, attracted the
gentle giant to him, and he knew a friendship such
as he'd lacked since his childhood at PS 41. He followed the man around like a puppy, working with
him in his distillery, drinking with him in the pub
each night while he held court to "his" townsfolk,
tending and mending and bending to the jobs about
the estate. In his infrequent time alone, he practiced
his piping, and re-read the book on reincarnation
which carried in a dark splotch on its cover the only
physical link that remained with the young woman
he had loved more than life. That he played the
pipes, and listened to MacDonald play the pipes,
and of a misty evening might easily hear several
pipers from several directions, seemed to somehow
minimize the intensity and frequency his image,
though it would still come on strongly given half a
chance.
One late evening when MacCaig, in his cups,
had fallen asleep on the porch, MacDonald came
upon him and picked up Mary's book on reincarnation which lay in his lap. Dog-eared, underlined, and
annotated in the margins, it was clearly more than
casual reading. MacDonald quietly replaced it and
departed, but on the next occasion that he and MacCaig were alone he asked him about it. It was then
that MacCaig told him of his vision, of its life-long
repetition, and felt unburdened for the first time.
This kind and generous Scot, whom he called his
friend, was the first human being beside his family
who had heard his story. If he thought him crazy for
it, so be it; 'then he was crazy. And besides, it was
about time he got on with his life.
MacDonald was silent for a moment, pulling at
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his pipe. Then he spoke: "A hundred years ago, the
MacCaig clan ran this county. They owned the
mine, the store, even this distillery. They held all the
important offices. Powerful and respected, they
even had influence in the House of Lords. They had
held sway here for as long as anyone knew, since
before the beginning of recorded history. It was
rumored that they were direct descendants of the
Druid Priests.•
•1n fact, the core of the MacCaig clan had never
fully weaned itself from its ancient beliefs, for such
ideas as reincarnation, and communication with
those on the other side, remained wide-spread
among them. However, their openness in expressing those ancient beliefs over the centuries rose
and fell in contrast with the power of the Church of
England.•
"In that time, two hundred years ago, Sean,
elder MacCaig and chief of the clan, due either to
senility, misjudgment of the local climate, or some
other reasons which will never be known, espoused
his pagan beliefs in contradiction to the teachings of
the Church. After the bloody confrontation which followed, the MacCaigs left Scotland for the new
world."
MacCaig, lost in wonder of the story, waited for
its conclusion, but MacDonald had evidently said
his piece.
"Wtry haven't you told me this before?" he
asked, not with anger but curiosity.
'Saw no need to make you feel uncomfortable.
Most folks hereabouts don't take kindly to the
memory of the MacCaigs. Long time ago it was, but
a feud's a feud, in the highlands. Some have gone
on five hundred years. Not so much, anymore,• he
said, after reflection. "Still, saw no need to let on;
'till now, that is."
MacCaig sat quietly digesting this new twist.
Clearly,
he was likely a direct descendant of one of the MacCaigs driven from this very county. His imagination
whirled for a moment, then came to bear upon a
question.
"Did every last MacCaig leave?"
"No, not every one. And a few, over the years,
have drifted back Most of 'em never even heard of
the whole affair 'till they come here.•
MacCaig rose from his chair and strode to the
fireplace, excitement glistening in his eyes. "Any
MacCaig from the old times, descended from one
who stayed, live around here, that you know of?
One who might know about ... about the old beliefs?"
MacDonald might have been asleep, for he
remained still, eyes closed, for several moments
before he spoke.
"Is one might help,• he said finally. "Queer sort.

A crofter, he is. Lives waf out in the hills by himself.
Every so often some stranger comes through seeking directions to his place. Seems to have a reputation outside these parts. Mat be. he writes,• he
added after a thought.
•How do I get there?• MacCaig asked, nearly
shaking with excitement.
•Never been there, myself. Heard, though.' He
stood, and walked to the map on the wall, where
MacCaig joined him anxiously. His finger traced a
road to the edge of the county, then vaguely circled
around an area ''Bout there. Have to ask the locals
when ye get there.•
'Let's

go,• MacCaig

said, gathering up his jacket.

MacDonald turned to him, a look in his f!ffe
which MacCaig had not seen before.
'Can't tonight,• he answered, turning on his heel
and walking from the room.
MacCaig wondered about his friend's reaction,
but only as he was hurrying to his car. It was late
afternoon, and even if he could drive straight to this
place at maximum speed, it would be dark before
he got there. As it was, the drive would be CNer unfamiliar roads, for the most part winding and unmarked, to an area defined by the lazy circle of a
massive finger on a inch-equals-five-miles scale
map. But wild goose chases are the name of this
game, he thought to himself as he pushed the Morris CNer the crest of a blind hill, trusting the far side
to chance. If he could find the area before dark, he
migl"t be able to get directions from someone locally, just as MacDonald .had suggested. Otherwise,
he could wander the moors till dawn and not find a
soul. He'd already learned the hard Waf that driving
on a dirt road in the dark was asking to end up in a
field when the road, following some ancient cow
pah, turned aside for no apparent reason.
When he reached the crossroads
which had marked-the center of
MacDonald's circling finger, the moon
was rising full, promising at least, barring cloudy skies, favorable conditions
for nocturnal navigation. And at the intersection was a pub and gas station.
He pulled up to the pumps, scanning
the dark windows of the building
dubiously.

speaking, began to fill the Morris.
'Could you give me some directions?' MacCaig
asked. The man grunted ascent without turning his
head from the pLmp. 'How do I get to the home of
MacCaig?' (Please let there be no more than one
MacCaig around here). The man turned from the
pump, noticing him for the first time.
'Wha' ally' foreigners want with that crazy old
coot, anyhow?' MacCaig treated the question as
rhetorical. 'He don't see nobody,' the man said,
uning back to the tank. 'Run ya off with a shotgun,
he will. Did just that last summer when them nosy
Krauts was here after him.• He shook his head and
spat, as though riding his mouth of a bad taste. MacCaig couldn't tell whether the man was protecting
the old fellow or simply disliked strangers. Probably
both, he guessed.

The

man replaced the hose

into its cradle, and

the cap onto the gas tank, as he announced th9
tally. When MacCaig asked again, holding in his
hand twice the cash required, the man gave
begrudging directions, vague, with landmaks
dubious enough by day, let alone in the moonlit
darkness which had descended CNet the highlands.
MacCaig did not press him for more details, tu was
content to be heading In the right direction.
He followed the road to the north-east as Instructed, watching for the 'fork with the bEwn in the
deft'. The moon was higher ro«, full of itself, tracing silver shadows across the night. MacCaig
slowed, drinking in the eerie beauty of it, and a
shadow passed across his mind. If only he could
have had Mary here with him to see this, she who
had listened so raptly to his descriptions of just
such a place in her younger years and so patiently
in her later ones.
Blinking had, he deared his vision of its internally-generated mist, and Qlnl8d the aw irto the ~· ·

Nobody came out, so he went in.

The door opened into a smallish pub,
with no more than two or three
patrons, a man behind the bar and a
bar maid, likely the-man's wife. MacCaig asked the bartender how one
went about getting petrol and the mSfl . ·
wiped his hands, removed his apron, ·
retrieved a key from a hook behind the
bar, and walked out into the dark. He
unlocked the pump, and, without
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moor.
He paused for a moment. as he was wont to do
whenever he heard pipes now, to appraise the
piper's style and competence. when he realized that
the tune was terribly familiar. Unaccountably drawn,
he got out of the car and walked up the hill toward
the music. At the crest he paused, trying to pinpoint
the direction from which the sound came. The hills
undulated within his field of vision. and no buildings
or lights were visible. Yet the haunting tune continued to unfold.
Over the moonlit moor the wail of bagpipes rose
and fell with the gusting of the wind, disembodied
notes, measures lost in space and time, moving like
the patches of mist that floated between the barren
hilltops. The shifting haziness of the nightscape
spanned the border between reality and fantasy, for
the years of imagination had clouded his ability to
distinguish one from the other. He hummed along
with the familiar tune, filling in the notes lost with the
wind.
He walked forward into the mist as he always
had in his imagination, the night sounds swallowing
his thoughts. It wasn't until he'd walked for several
minutes, as far as he'd ever gone In his visions, that
he realized that this was it, the vision In his head
had played this place and this moment for him for
his entire life. And now he was here. He was not
dreaming. He looked down at his hands, closing
and opening the fists to get a point of reference in
reality. Yes, his eyes could see his hands respond
to messages from his brain. It certainly seemed

real, but it was so... exact. So perfectly like his
vision that he... He stopped, his heart finally
responding. He had lived his entire life for this moment, he suddenly recognized. Now it was here.
What was there to do but walk on, toward the pipes?
Walk on he did, through the mist and over the
moor toward the music, which seemed ever distant,
never closer. Finally a glen opened up in the moonlight, with the silhouette of a thatch-roofed stone cottage thrown up between its slopes. No light left the
windows, but when MacCaig stepped into the yard,
the pipes went still and a voice addressed him from
the shadows.
"So ye've coom at last."
MacCaig stopped, squinting into the shadows.
"I've come looking for - "
"MacCaig, yes, I know ye," the voice interrupted
impatiently. "Hurry now, I've got so little time!"
Bewildered, MacCaig approached the darkened
porch, finally seeing the old Scot sitting on a log
bench, just putting aside his pipes.
"Coom inside,· he ordered, and hurried into the
doorway. MacCaig stepped cautiously to the door,
but stopped, unable to see a thing in the blackness.
A match was struck, illuminating the grossly
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withered face of an old man who might have been
MacCaig's brother, were he not so much older, his
features were so similar. He lit a lantern, placed it
on the rough wooden table, and turned to look at
MacCaig for the first time.
He raised his eyebrows for a second at the sight
of MacCaig's familiar face. "Sit down", he ordered.
MacCaig looked around the spartan room for a
seat, and drew up the only chair. The old man went
to a curtained wall, and, drawing the cloth aside,
revealed a bed, made haphazardly of heavy quilts.
He sat upon it, struggled out of his heavy boots.
and lay back, releasing a sigh that seemed to MacCaig like the relief of unspeakable burdens. He then
began to speak, very quietly, to the ceiling. MacCaig had to lean forward and listen intently to make
out his words.
"Hear me, MacCaig, for in a moment, when I am
free, another soul will enter this God-forsaken
planet, and in that distant time when he appears
here to relieve you, you will say these words to him."
"I have been The Eyes these sixty-three years
since I walked the path you trod tonight. Now my
sentence is up, and yours is half to go. God knows
we were guilty of some horrendous crime, that we
should be sentenced to one hundred twenty-six
years of hard time. When I return, I shall tread light·
ly for all eternity."
"The truth, MacCaig, is quite the opposite from
what we convicts here on Earth delude ourselves
into believing. Think of the incongruity of itl To
believe that we'd spend eternity in reward or punishment for some pathetic number of years here. Who,
of any compassion at all, would sentence a soul to
a hundred billion years of hell for thirty years of substandard conduct? Certainly not The Merciful God.
No, it's not that way at all. In fact, it is life on Earth
which is the punishment for crimes committed by a
heavenly soul. Earth is the Devil's Island of God's
comrnmity. where only those guilty of the most unforgivable of offenses are sent. To this inhospitable
planet which he has left to fend for itself. Oh, he has
one keep watch, and report back to him. Was me.
Now it's you.
"We are sent into this world with an intellect so
low that we cannot even remember our immortal
souls, though some, as they mature, may remember previous sentences served here. We cannot escape - to commit suicide is to have another ten
years added to our sentence, and we are pushed
out again screaming from the womb of another hapless convict. And you, MacCaig, are here for the
longest of terms:
"From time to time others will come, knowing of
your position, seeking appeals. You cannot help
them. You cannot help anyone, even yourself. All
you can do is watch. And grow old. And wait for

continued on page 14
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